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ry Club Will
or Outstanding
th February 20

An Atomic Hair-Do

Fredonia Edges
BHS Tigers 52-51

Princetonian Presented
Award For Scout Work

outstanding youth of Caldounty will be honored with
tary Club's seventh annual
at the Ladies Night proto be held at 6:30 p. m.,
;Iy, February 20, in the
Christian Church, President
Littlepage announced.
o than 100 Rotarians, Ronns and their guests are
ed to attend the meeting
is also in celebration of
oh anniversary of Rotary
ationad Rotary's District
What these press agents won't
nor Sewell E. Harlin, Glass
will present the club's. think of! From ape Las Vegas
to the boy or girl chosen beauty salon comes this hair
ten-member committee as style,'modeled by showgirl Tertstanding youth of 1950.
ry True. And that big upsweep
Rev. Curry D. Simpson,
n, Ky., outstanding civic at the top is supposed to sympeaker, will be the guest bolize the mushroom cloud effect
r, featuring a chalk talk. of a bomb explosion. The dark
lub will hold the program ring is a switch, with a jeweled
auditorium of the church,
clip to brighten things up. (AP
ing the dinner in the baseWirephoto)
it was stated.

Fire Inspection Shows
Business Firms Allow
Rubbish Accumulation

The Fredonia Yellow Jackets
evened the score with the Butler
Tigers when they defeated them
by one .point, 52-51, in the game at
Fredonia Friday night. The Tigers eliminated the Yellow Jackets by one point in the Three
Rivers District tournament in
their last encounter.
A free throw by Fredonia center, Bert Jones, gave the Yellow
Jackets the victory in an overtime period. The score was tied
at 51-all at the end of the regular
playing time and Jones' charity
marker was the 'only score in the
extra period.
The score was close all the way
with the Tigers leading by three
points at the end of the first quarter, and by four at the half. Fredonia knotted the score at 39-all
going into the final stanza.
Vinson, Fredonia forward, set
the scoring record with 28 points,
while Franklin led the Tigers
with 19.
Fredonia tallies showed Vinson
28, Yates, Jones 7, Williams 5,
Wigginton 5, Moore 3, Rogers,
Brown 4.
Butler, Ortt 4, P'Pool 1, Williamson 4, Wilhelm 13, M. Rogers
2, Franklin 19, Salyers 8, Hobby,
Hart, Ladd.
Crittenden county edged Butler
60-57 at Frances Monday night.
Rogers and Franklin led the
scoring for the Tigers with 16
points each. Ortt made 7, P'Pool
6, Williamson 5 and Salyers 7

Damage To City's
Streets Extensive

S-Sgt. James D. Parrent
Killed In Korean War

Princeton Chosen
As Site For Unit
Of National Guard

Main Highways Are Not
Seriously Damaged But
Other Roads Are Broken

Overtime Period Gave
Victory; Tigers Lose
To Crittenden County

rict Governor To
ke Presentation At
ies Night Meeting
hristian Church

tcd , guests of the club, in
n to the Rotary Anns, will
girl or boy friend of the
named to receive the
and the youth's mother and
, the members of the cornwho selected the winner,
homy Wallace, winner of
ard last year.
era of the youth award
men for their scholarship,
ip ability, character and
activities in the home,
church and community.
us winners of the plaque
elyn P. Crawford, Joann
ing, Billy McKinney, Donrgan, Betty Jo Lester and
• Wallace.
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Extensive damage to Princeton
streets, probably totalling $10,000,
has resulted fr o in the extreme
cold weather, combined with
sleet, snow and ice and followed by a series of thaws and
freezes, Mayor Clifton Hollowell
estimates after consulting with
members of the street department. '
Damage to the maili highways
of the county is not expected to
be too great, Ernest Children,
maintenance for e man reports.
Serious damage has occurred„
however, on thinly surfaced blacktop highways such as the Wilson
Warehouse road, he stated.
Many gravel 'highways are now
in bad condition and continue to
get worse with each freeze and
thaw, according to reports from
residents in various parts of the
county. Clay from underneath the
roadbed is reported working to
the surface in many instances.
Repair work on the city streets
has been started and will continue as rapidly as possible, Mayor Hollowell said. There is no way
to definitely estimate the exact
extent of the damage to the
streets until a more extensive report is made by the street department. "But we do know that
many of the city's streets have
very little blacktop surface left at
this time, which means heavy expense in repair bills," the mayor
added.

HAZEN A. DEAN
W. D. ARMSTRONG
W. D. Armstrong, Princeton, has been a member of the Unit
and Hazen A. Dean, Owensboro, Committee of Trobp 39, Princeton,
were presented the Silver Beaver and a member of the District
Award for distinguished service Court of Honor. He was Scoutto boyhood of the Western Ken- master for the Regional Band—
tucky Council at the Unit Lead- National Jamboree held at Valley
ers Annual Appreciation dinner Forge in 1950.
As a member of the Council
held in Madisonville Tuesday
Camping Committee, he was inevening, February 13.
Among the officers installed by strumental in securing a Council
.outpost campsite on Kentucky
Rev. A. B. Gross, a national repLake and has given much help
resentative of the scouting move- and guidance to the development
ment, werm:Grayson Harralson: of the Council Camp. He has atvice-president, and Mark Cun- tended Council Summer Camp for
ningham, G. M. Pedley and W. D. many years as a leader for the
Armstrong, as members of t h e boys in his troop. He has planned
Council Executive Board for 1951. and directed numerous Council
In presenting Mr. Armstrong and district camping activities in
with the Silver Beaver Award, the past decade. His attendance
one of the highest honors in record at Council and Regional
Scouting, Mr. Gross listed some meetings is second to none in the
of the outstanding achievements Council. At present he is direc- Three Local Men Join
over a period of years.
tor of the Agronomy Department, The U. S. Marine Corps
W. D. Armstrong is a Life Kentucky Agricultural ExperiThree Caldwell county m en
Scout. He has served as a mem- ment Station, Department of Agber of the Executive Board of ricultural Extension, University left Monday for Louisville for
the Council for many Years and of Kentucky, located here. He is physical examinations and enhas been a very active member District Governor of the Kiwanis listment in the U. S. Marine Corps.
of the Council Camping Commit- and member of the Princeton They will receive their basic
training at Parris Island, South
tee. For the last eight years, he Forum Club.
Carolina, it is announced.
The new Marines are Hersehel
ATTENDS SURGEON'S MEET
VFW SETS BARBECUE
E. Whitford, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs, Allan G. Hubbard
A barbecue will be held for all
Joe Whitford, 300 Eagan street.
returned Sunday from an exteillit- 1950 and 1951 members of the Whitford attended
Butler High
ed visit with their son, Dr. G. local VFW poet at 7:15 p. m. Sat- School and is a member of the
13 a k er Hiibbard, in Jackson, urday, February 17, at the Ma- W. 0. W. Camp.
Raymond Cunningham, son of
Tenn. They stayed in their son's sonic Hall, it is announced.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cunninghome while he attended the 18th
ham, Route 2, attended Butler
annual meeting of the American SUFFERS BROKEN WRIST
and was employed at the PrinceAcademy of Orthopedic Surgeons
Mrs. Ernest Childress suffered ton Hosiery Mills as a knitter.
in Chicago. More than 2,500 sur- a broken wrist last Thursday
Curtis Harry Pinnegar, son of
geons from seven countries were night when she fell on the ice Mr. and Mrs. Arley Pinnegar, 116
Present at the meeting, it was near the home. of Denny McCon- Young street. is a graduate of
Butler where he played basketreported.
nell in the Hightands.
ball. He has been employed as an

Major Joiner To Be
Company Commander;
Federal Inspection To
Be Made About March 1

•
•ISs
is

Princeton will definitely be tle
site of a National Guard Mit
with a tentative federalization
date of March I, according te
word received here last Friday
from Major General Roscoe Mute
rhy, Adjutant General of Kentuhky.
Major Harry Joiner is to be the
company commander with Bill
S/Sgt. James Dallas Parrent, Egbert, Farrnersville, as first ser24, veteran of World War II, who geant and a partial cadre of vetwas assigned to the Korean Then- I erans of..Werld War II, it was.
tre in August of last year, was stated.
killed in action on January 25,
The Masonic building at the
according to word received by the
corner of Court Square and West
family here last week.
Market street has been selected
Sgt Parrent had been 'wound- for the Army building. Work has
ed on November 5, 1950 and was been started on the lower floor
returned to combat duty on De- of the building to meet requirecember 22. He had been in the ments of the Army.
Army for more than six years,
The National Guard is open to
spending almost a year with the
most men 18 years Of age or over
occupational forces in Japan at
and to youths of 17 with the conthe close of World War II. He was
sent of parents or guardian. All
native
of Lyon county.
a
young men of Caldwell and surAmong the survivors are the rounding counties Interested In
wife, Mrs. Bobbie Jane Parrent, receiving military training with
and two sons, James Michael, 3, an opportunity for promotion are
and Ricky Lynn, 10 months, all asked to contact Major Joiner,
of Phenix C it y, Ala.; mother, the announcement stated. MemMrs. W. P. Chambers, and broth- bers of the unit will receive pay
er, Charles Parrent, both of for attending drill one night
Princeton Route 1; two sisters, weekly. Thursday has been tenMrs. Norval Wynn and Mrs. tatively set for the weekly drill.
Floyd Bell, Lyon county; three
Securing the Masonic building
half-sisters, Mrs. Robert Boyd,
as a site for the unit removed
Thompson,
Eddyville,
Noah
Mrs.
the principal obstruction in oband Mrs. Charlie Cotton, Lataining the approval of Army ofrnasco.
ficials, it is understood. The local
unit will be Company B of the
Faculty, Students Give
201st Combat Engineers BattalRadio To Mr. Fralick
lion, with Headquarters and
Mr. Edgar Fralick, janitor at Headquarters Company in OwensButler High School for the past boro. Company A is located at
25 years, was presented with an Carrollton and Company C will
AM-FM combination radio Tues- probably be located at Mayfield,
day by members of the Butler according to information receivfaculty and student body in cele- ed here.
bration of his 70th birthday. The
Federal- approval of the' perButler band dedicated a number sonnel and the building,When into Mr. Fralick on the radio pro- spected here on or Ato on after
gram Tuesday afternoon, it is an- March 1, will comfete the details
nounced.
for the estaibli
of the unit.
Mr. Fralick returned from the
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Caldwell Man Charged
Monday after a week's treatment.
He has been ill since the Christ- With Operating Still,
mas holidays but is reported im- It Free On $500 Bond
proved this week.
George Allen, 42, resident ot
the Friendship community, war
freed Tuesday on $500 bond aftei
Louisville Man Sirciks
being arraigned in Paducah beAt Rotary CIubJsteeting
fore U. S. Commissioner A. E
R. N. Guthnie..M Louisville, was Boyd on a charge of operating an
guest speak,f at the regular illicit still and possession of 14
weekly mpiing of the Princeton gallons of moonshine whiskey.
hsb Tuesday night at
Rotary
He waived to the grand jury
Christian Church. He
the
and his case has been set for the
e on the value of having inApril term of Federal Court,
surance.
Deputy Sheriffs Charles Wads
Mr. Guthrie was introduced by
and Glover Lewis, Jr., and Willie
K. R. Cummins, president of the
Beshear, a state alcoholic beverPrinceton Kiwanis Club.
age control board investigator,
Also at the meeting, John Owen raided Allen's still on his farm
McKinney was presented a two- last Thursday. The. officers said
year perfect attendance pin.
they seized 14 gallorr5 of moonshine whiskey and destroyed two
TEAR AT PENSACOLA
barrels of mash and a still made
%/Kenneth Teear, seaman ap- from an old oil drum.
prentice. USN, of 129 South SemAllen escaped arrest at the
inary, Princeton, has reported for time by jumping on a horse and
duty at the U. S. Naval Auxil- riding off across the field but the
iary Air Station, Corry Field, officers returned the following
night and apprehended him when
Pensacola, Fla.
Before entering the Navy, he he returned to his home about 9
p. m. He was taken to the Mcattended Butler High School.
Cracken county jail where he was
held until his hearing Tuesday.
Little Cigar Smoker
's

Recent fire inspection made by
city firemen of 12 business houses,
selected at random, discloses that
Merchants of the city as a whole
are not keeping their premises
free of accumulation of rubbish
and dirt, Fire Chief Gordon
0. S. Gamble To Lead
Glenn reports.
These fire inspections will be Methodist Revival Here
made at regular intervals and
Revival services will be held
will include other business hous- February 26 through March 6 at
es not previously inspected, in an the Ogden Memorial Methodist
effort to reduce fire hazards in Church with the Rev. 0, S. Gamthe city. All businessmen and ble, of the Fairview Methodist
residents are urged to keep their Church at Birmingham, Alabama,
basements, yards and premises bringing the messages, the Rev.
ighway Employees clean
and help prevent fires, Joe Callender, pastor, announced.
ve Service Awards
Chief Glenn said. "Good house- Rev. Callender also said he would
aldwell county men were keeping is good fire prevention", lead the singing during the seramong those receiving he concluded.
ies of meetings.
for long service with the
SUFFERS BROKEN HIP
ky Department of HighTeen Age Programs At
Mrs. J. B. Hewlett, Sr., is unt a ceremony in Frankfort
der treatment at the Princeton
Butler Started Tuesday
y I.
raor Lawrence W. WethThe annual teen age programs Hospital for a broken hip which
esented the certificates and were started at Butler High she suffered when she fell at the
Pins recognizing each man School Tuesday with adult lead- home of her daughter, Mrs. Robperiod of service. William ers discussing subjects of interest ert Morgan, last Thursday. Her
'coin, West Main, received to the teen age group each Tues- condition is satisfactory, accord25-year pin, while J. R. day for a period of seven weeks, ing to reports from members of
, Cadiz road, received a it is announced. The program is the family Wednesday.
15 to 20 years service.
sponsored locally by the Hi-Y
oiler in the Gary Steel Works
y L. Pruett, Grover C. and Y-Teen groups ef Butler and
and was a member of the W.0. W.
Ernest M. Childress and nationally by Y. M. C. A. and
and the Good Fellow Club.
0. Young, each received V. W: C. A.
r ten to 15 years service, it
Leaders for the girls groups are
Clothing Leaders Hear
• ted.
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Mrs. S. 0. Cat(By Alexander R. George.)
ing of an auto radiator even if your house which is used as an
lett, Miss Mary Wilson Eldred,
A little extra care in making the auto is used only for personal office. If you rent a house you New Tailoring Details
Miss Dorothy Threlkeld taught
Mrs. Duke Pettit, Sr., Mrs. Rum- out your federal income tax reys Left To Buy
pleasure or convenience. Unin- own you can deduct taxes and re"Tailored Details In Clothin
sey Taylor, Jr., and Mrs. Bill turn may save you a
siseable
sured
damage
to
your
property
by
pair expen.ses on the rented house Construction" to twenty-six 1
Motor License
Sparks.
chunk of tax money.
lightning or wind storm, as well and also take a depreciation de- era
than one-third of car and
at the clothing training
ool
boys
for
Leaders
include
the
You
will
want
to
find
your
as
by fire and flood, is deductible. duction_
wners in this county have
which met in the cirpr(t court
Callender,
Rev.
Vv
.
Rev.
George
lowest
possible
tax.
You
also may
You can deduct damages for
sed the ir 1951 tags alU you rent property away from roof on February 7. /
there are on4 12 days Filer, Sam Steger, Rumsey Tay- want to save time by making out property loss resulting from an your home town, you can deduct
Garments were ,x‘
'
ecked for fit
buy licenses at the county lor, Sr., Rev, Floyd Loperfido and your return the easiest way—but auto collision even if the collision the cost of travel to look after and the leaderWa
e taught how
be sure the easy, qu i ck way results from your faulty driving. such property as well as taxes,
office before the deadline Rev. H. D. Knight.
to make theoPipped, bound, and
doesn't cost you more tax.
But if the collision is due to wil- repair costs and depreciation.
flounced. A total of 1109
For millions of wage earners ful negligence, such as driving Rental expenses are not listed triangular 'button hole.
r cars, 171 commercial Zwanis Cooperated
Those present 'were Mrs. Earl
the two most important things to while intoxicated, the logs cannot among' non-business deductions
and 147 farm trucks had
Weed, Mrs. One Bryant, Mrs. A.
Welfare
Program
In
decide
are:
be
deducted.
but are listed with rental innsed at noon Wednesday,
McElroy, Mrs. Clifton Clift,
Through an error the Princeton
1. Whether you will save tax
No deduction is allowed for come in Schedule B, Page
Clerk John Morgan said.
Mrs. Fred Nichols, Mrs. Dennis
Kiwanis
was
omitted
Club
from
by
taking
the
standard
10 per damages paid on account of injur- Form 1940.
more than 3,000 passenger
Marvel, Mrs. J. A. Hemmingway,
be licensed, in addition to the list of organizations cooperat- cent allowance for non-business ies to persons in an auto collision
You can deduct contr• tions
activities
in
Caldthe
of
ing
the
deductions or by itemizing those unless your auto was being used to federal, state, count and city Mrs. Pollard Oldham, Mrs. C. H.
cks, motorists will face
Jaggers, Mrs. Gordon Lisanby,
al delay in purchasing well County Welfare Commit- deductions and taking the total for 'business purposes. In that governments. You
not deduct Mrs. Pat Tyrie, Mrs. Floyd Jones,
case, it is allowed as a business contributions to ., itiiars or po- Mrs.
lees they buy them at tee's activities in last week's is- amount of them.
Walton Woodall, Mrs. Leon
2. Whether, as a married cou- deduction.
was pointed out. March I sue of The Leader.
litical ponies
to needy indi- Cummins, .Mrs. Charles Skees,
ple,
you
save
tax
by
making
a
Alimony
payments can be de- viduals.
deadline for operating a
Mts. Don Boitnott, Mrs. Fred A.
Hair-Raising Blow
joint return or IP separate re- ducted if they are'Periodic payContr.' utions to non-profit edu- Talky, Mrs. W. L. Mayes, Mrs
without 1951 tags
turn. (For most married couples, ments, such asononthlyoand are
catijsdl, religious and charitable Roy Rowland, Jr., Mrs. W. P.
the tax on a joint return is smal- made under a court ordesof diozgnizations a r e deductible. Crawford, Mrs. Guy Shoulders.
I Boy Scout Fund
ler, or as small, as on a separate vorce or separation. Lump-suns
mong these are contributions to Mrs. Roy Massey, Mrs. Joel Boitreturn.)
Gets Under Way
alimony settlements and pat- a church, the Red Cross, YMCA, note Mrs.
Gordon Clayton, Mrs.
If you find it pays to itemize ments of temporary aJieiony DAR, the
nnual Boy Scout financial
Americas Cancer Asso- Sheltie Wyatt.
deductions, then be sure to list while a divorce euit i
at under way in this
nding ciation, the American Heart Assoall of your allowable deductions. are not deductible.
Friday and approximately
ciation 'and tuberculosis societies.
Among the most common deduccent of the quota was exMost interest peyinents are deYou c an deduct property as B & PW Club Holds Its
tions are interest and tax pay- ductible, suchi.sai interest on
to be collected by today,
a well as cash contributions. Gifts Fifth Birthday Banquet
ments, church, charity and educa- personal lo
ogrotsky, chairman, ana home mortgage in the form of property include
Miss Osta Underwood, Tennestional contributions, uninsured or iesta
Wednesday.
sot purchases of an cost of gasoline and oil used in see legislation chairman for Busilosses
from fire, storm, flood and auto, levision set, refrigerator operating
ogrotsky raked that realyour car without charge ness and Professional Woman's
theft.
the county be reminded
other articles. You can de- for charitable organizations.
clues from Nashville, was guest
Remember that if your nondrive officially ends Friinterest paid on delinquent
Bad debts can be deducted if speaker at the fifth annual birthbusiness deductions amount
ruary 17, and asked that
taxes.
the debt becomes worthless dot'. day banquet of the local chapter
more than 10 per cent of
ho have not contributed
ur You can deduct many state and log the year for which the tax
Id Monday at the Christian
income in 1950 it will olOvay to local taxes. State income
drive to please do so irntax, return is mode. The debtor, how- Church, it is announced. Her adItemize them. If they mount to most property taxes, state
ly. The goal for this coungaso- ever, must be legally liable to the dress tvas entitled, "Measuring
less than 10 per
500, he added.
of Income, line taxes in most states, and taxpayer.
Up".
'
you get a smal
tax by taking state and municipal auto taxes
You can deduct money paid for
Also .atteriding the banquet
the flat 10
cent allowance.
are deductible.
accident and health insurance as were Miss Mildred Campbell,
ospital Payment
Medic(' irpenses which exceed
Nearly all state and lokal re- a medical expense. Yon can de- president of the Naehville B
5 per
By City This Week
t of your income can be tail sales taxes can be deducted. duct the cost of eye-glasses, hear- PW
club; Mrs. Hattie'Wood, nacity council authorized
ed. Wage earners can de- You can deduct those taxes if un- ing aids and dental work as
well tional public affairs costnittee
t of $1,022 to the Caldwell
ordinary and necessary work der the law they are imposed di- as doctors', hospital and nurses' member
and chairman of ewbexpenses incurred for the benefit rectly upon the consumer,
War Memorial Hospital
or if bills, but you cannot deduct fun- lic affairs for Kentucky; Miss-1
ay night's session as the
Blow smaslung Into face
is of their employers.
they are imposed upon the retail- eral expenses.
Katherine Peden, president of 'Enzabetb Quetullo, not quite 4,
Among such work expenses are er to the consumer.
yment under the current Golden Glover lifts
hair
If you have auto expenses in Hopkinsville B & PW club, and pufri. a cigar she carefully in1 contract between the straight in the air an auses him -the cost of small tools, supplies
You cannot deduct federal in- connection with your work in Miss Elsie Adams and Mrs. Proc- serted in a goldbanded
holder at
county. The obligation to flinch. Action c e during 175- and equipment. You can deduct come taxes or federal taxes on your home town you list them tor,
both of the Hopkinaville PortlareOre. She's been smokby the city to pay $90.- pound novice bQd at Kansas City, dues paid to a union or a profes- autos, tires, television sets,
Jew- under “rniscellaneoua" on Page 3. chapter.
ing cigars and eigarettes since 16
intereet on bonds to as- Mo. Catchlw''the full impact of sional society and the coat of elry, perfume, liquor, cigarettes Form 1040.
Mrs. Lucille Hammond acted as months old, her Sather, P. 2.
Pletion of the hospital blow eis 7
Potter of Ottawa, professional periodicals and trade and the like. You cannot deduct
Out-of-town travel expenses in toast mistress at the banquet Quetulio, grocery
stnre,operator,
eyed by the $60,000 bond Kansi,l'he fist belongs to Don journals which help you in your federal *state and gift taxes.
connection with your work are with Miss Virginia MOCaslin pre- said. She got the habit
by,raiding
ed at the election in Noaeon of Hutchinson, Kans., work.
If you use your home as an of- lidded on a soporote sheet of Pe'Par siding. Special music was pro- the
tobacco counter. Her
and the bonds were sold
You can deduct the cost of re- fice and a residence, you can deho won right on decision. (AP
sitto Perm IOW. Those vided by Alias Jane Hogan and doesn't think „it hurts her (
pairing damage, caused by trees- duct the impetuses of the part of
-Wirephoto)
tans to book Pogo)'
Dowoon Nichols.
Wirephoto)

Save On Income Taxes

on4=

Miss Nancy Darby To
Be Buried Here Today
The Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido,
pastor of the Central Presbyterian
Church, will conduct a brief set
vice at the graveside in Cedar
Hill cemetery at 11 a. m. today
for Miss Nancy Fleurnoy Darby.
who died in Berea, Ky., Monday
Services were conducted in Berea at 2:30 p. m. Wednesday.
A native of Princeton, Miss
Darby moved to Louisville in her
girlhood and spent most of her
lifetime in France and Italy. She
returned to the state.; about three
years ago and made an extended
visit with relatives and friends in
Princeton.
Miss Darby is survived by a
sister, Miss Maria Louise Darby,
St. Jean de Luz, nance, who arrived in Berea about two weeks
ago to visit her.

Rose And Garden Club
Will Meet At Library
The Princeton Rose and Garden
Club will meet in the George
Coon Library at 7:90 p. in, Thursday, February 16. Mrs. Bernice
Davis and Mrs. Henry Sevison
will give the program, it is anbounced.
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Military Men Eye
Quickie Concrete
(By David Taylor)
New Orleans, La. — Andrew J.
Higgins, Sr., New Orleans industrialist whose landing craft played an important role in World
War II, has developed a new
product which may revolutionize
construction of roads, airstrips,
supply lines, and military housing.
The new product is ThermoCon, a quick drying, foaming
concrete which is sprayed from
a power hose. The material is a
combination of cement, water, and
a secret chemical which are mixed at high agitation. Unlike other forms of concrete, send and
gravel are not needed in this
product.
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VA urged veterans not to write
Mr. McElroy and son, who will the paces. A landing craft with
make their home there for awhile, the cement mixer on board was regarding this second dividend,
where Mr McElroy will be em- driven into the marshy bank. since correspondence would cause
"Dad 'n Lad Store"
ployed with Mr. Moore in con- Laborers laid a steel mesh road- removal of the veteran's file from
bed on the bog and slime and the production lines .and delay
struction work.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young left then staked planks along the payment.
The payments will cover a
Wednesday for Bradenton, Flori- sides. Water from the canal was
da, where they will spend sev- pumped into the mixer and the three-year period, from 1948 to
eral weeks with his father, W. F. foaming concrete was sprayed in 1951 and policies held in force
for three months or more during
Young at his winter cottage there. place.
Mr. Jim Rice, Seattle, Wash.,
In several hours the 8 inch this period will be eligible for
spent several days as guests of thick concrete strip was dry dividends. This includes both
his sister, Mrs. Kelly Landes and enough to support a truck loaded term and permanent plan policies,
Mr. Landes.
with plywood weighing over 22,- including those which have lapsed
or were terminated by death of
J. E. Hillyard and James C. 000 pounds.
the insured veteran.
Invest In Your Home.
Landes were delegates from the
Although the military men
First Presbyterian church to the were non-committal, they seemed
The amount of the dividend
Get The Most For Your
annual meeting
the Western impressed with the possibilities earned by each policy will vary
Building Dollars.
Kentucky Presbytery of the Pres- of the product and members of according to the number of
byterian church U. S. A. in Hop- the Air Forces went into a hud- months it was in force, the plan
kinsville Tuesday.
dle with Higgins to discuss the of insurance, face value of the
Mrs. Essie Rucker was the possibilities of using the mater- policy and the age of the insured
Sunday dinner guest of Mrs. Am- ial on runways for jet plane s. at the time it became effective.
bie Fuller.
Higgins is sure Thermo-Con is VA said studies on rates to be
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge capable of doing the job because paid are still being made.
and Mr. and Mrs. George Bailey he says it isn't affected by the
VA explained that t h e first
attended the Western-Murray spillage of fuel, needs no expan- special
dividend of $2.8 billion,
basketball game at Murray Sat- sion joints and can withstand
payment
of which has almost
urday night.
temperatures up to 2300 degrees
A NEW HOME FOR
been completed, covered the perFahrenheit. He added that a
workable airstrip could be laid iod each policy was in froce up to
YOUR OLD WITH UPwith the material within 12 hours its anniversary date in 1948. The
TO-DATE MATERIALS
second dividend will be for the
over any terrain anywhere.
See us for advice and prices.
number of months from that date
The metal columbium was iso- to the corresponding date in 1951
PHONE 2061-62
lated by a British scientist in 1801 Policies issued in 1948, 1949 and
from a shipment of ores from New 1950 will earn dividends up to
England.
their anniversaries in 1951.
Columbium, a metal, was namUnlike the first dividend, no
ed after Columbus because it was application will be required for
I -00A
D Sid°
.
first discovered in the new world. the second dividend.
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(By Howard W. Blakeslee)
New York — Electric winds to
drive interplanetary space ships
arr proposed by Prof. Hermann
Oberth, the foremost living authoritY' on rocket ships.
Electric winds are the invisible
particles which fly off from an
electrode, while 'electric current
is on. An electrode is a piece of
metal, frequently copper or silver, capable of carrying a lot of
current.
The particles are atomic in size,
which means that they fly off
from electrodes for years, without
an apparent dimunition in the
size of the piece of metal.
That fact is well known. But
Oberth proposes its use in a new
and startling way. He is in Germany, where he is honorary president of the German Space Travel
Society. His engineering plans are
told in the magazine Radio-Electronics.
You can, Oberth says, set the
sharp point of an electrode close
to a lighted candle. When the current is turned on, a wind from
the candle-point will blow out the
flame.
The wind is ordinary air pushed by the stream of invisible atomic particles from the electrode
point. This sort of wind, Prof.
Oberth says, is of no use for driving a ship in the earth's atmosphere, because the wind is too
weak.
But out in space, with no atmosphere to retard them, these
particles will take off much faster. Each tiny takeoff will give a
kick, in the opposite direction, to
the electorde from which the particle comes.
Now comes the daring new
thought. The faster the take-off
of a particle, the harder is its
thrust or kick. And if you get
the particles moving fast enough
Oberth says they will drive a
ship despite their scarcity.
The electrodes must have an
endless supply of electric current.
Oberth's design shows this can be
done by using the sun's heat on
bowl-shaped mirrors to generate
electricity.
In interplanetary space there is
no gravitation, a fact which
oberth uses cleverly to build a
ship of light weight, and able to
keep flying, in any direction it
chooses, for years at a time.
This design is probably the first
nearly practical space ship. It
cannot take off from earth. It

cannot land on any planet. But
Oberth says it will be able to carry space boats, which are smaller
ships, for landing and take-off.
How to get this ship out into
space in the first place?
It will have to be bulit out
there, by men on mad-made satellites, which will be small
moons shot off the earth by steprockets. This step-rocket and satellite engineering has been under way for 20 years, and the
first one was the "Wac Corporal"
shot off the nose of a German
V-2, at White Sands, New Mexico.

More than 30,000 men and women and children were stricken
with polio in 1950.
Changes which occur in metals
under pressure, during tempering,
and other similar operations, can
be observed with an electron
microscope.
Deposits of phosphates is Tennessee were discovered by a
tombstone cutter nam e
Bill
Shirley in 1888.
In 1776, the colony of New York
has a population of approximately 180,000.

Military
Twinkling

Airs.

Style 839

Style 5549
Style 5544
If you want your toes to
twinkle, there's no better
choice than this smart
low-riding strap shoe with
its breeze-inviting openair detailing.
Black patent leather, red
leather. Just

There's something about
military airs that takes all
eyes come spring . . the
trim cross over the vamp
is smart and soldierly in
this low sling pump.
Shining black patent
leather.

Only $3.95

Pearls of
Little Price

\

Style 881

.

Style 883
A "kited check," as the
professional forgers
call it, can cause you
a lot of trouble but.
your forged signature
on a more important
document can be
worse. Protect your
own and your company's interests now
with forgery insurance
through us.

Crushed upon the 'vamp of a slender little
Pump with shell cut, you'll find a pretty
bow caught at each side by a gleaming
White pearl. 0 I
Black nusuede.
y
Green nusuede.
$2.95

N

!NHL'S
AIR STORE

MARK CURING/AM
COMPLETE imSulANCE SERVICE
•
•

MO.

Rifts, Masser Sr

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
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The "Wae Corporal" rose le about
250 miles.
Rocket engineers believe that
the first satellite (the eciee of
some such rocket) is eel many
years away.

An Electric Wind Flight
Envisioned By Scientist
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1951 STUDEBAKER COMMANDER V-11
New, advanced V-8 engine!
Performance that sparkles!
A"miracle ride" that's comfort plus!
Wear-resisting master craftsmanship!
Costs less to own than you expect!
The eight America rates as great!

Take a look, too, at the

51Studebaker
Champion!,

itt oft of piew
StefsoW1-101;day 1-10es

Ford step-.head engineering SAVES YOU MONIY
on your truck oporcrtIon, with Important advancements
In new Ford Trucks for '31i
•Under the hood, in tranamisaions, clutch, axles ...
new Ford Trucks for '51 have been engineered for even
finer PERFORMANCE ... with impressively LOWER
running costs and service coats!
Ford's talked-about POWER PILOT gives you the
most power from the least gas!
Naturally, you'll want more details. We have them
for you! Come in and see us.

ECONCMIY
The Power Pilot is • proven
way of getting the most power
from the least gas. It aufostaticaUy meters and fires the
right amount of gas, at the
right instant, to match all
operating requirements. Designed to synchronize firing
twice as accurately as other
systems, you get no-knock performance with regular gasl

Ford Trucking Costs Loss boccniso

Top buy.of the top
lowest price cars!

FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER
thIssiii.latest rosistrettsto acts its 11,1192,000 *writs,
W.Isseresieto exports peers Neel

Seery

Ho kinsvillo Road

Phone 2053

"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

Toyar

lava lest lesserl

RANDOLPH MOTORS
W. Main

Phone 2028

You ere cordially Invited te Oen Om Ford leelsellie Amenably Mont.
Conshreted tears Monday titrevale Friday, MOO A.M. to 3830 P.M.
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JOHNSTONE RECEIVES NEW CAR HONORING
ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN EXTENSION WORK

Fabrua

15, 1951
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UISHERS
FIRE EXTING
and Repair service

Pleasant Grove

the
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Randolph - Stop-Fire Fyr-Fyter Brands

Soda - Acid - Foam - Carbon Tetrachloride - Carbon Dioxide - Pump
Tank Extinguishers.

GORDON GLENN

Teenage
Appetit
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CITY TAX NOTICE

All City Property With Taxes Remaining Unpaid After March 1,
1951, Will Be Advertised For Sale.
Please come in and pay these
taxes and avoid additional adver-
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Don't Miss

KEACH'S

NOTICE
Due To The Continued Rise Of
Cost Of Operation We, The Undersigned, Hereby Agree That Effective Immediately CAB FARES
Within The City Limits Will Be
INCREASED TO 500.
JONES Si JONES CAB CROWDER'S CAB
CHAMBUSS CAB
MARVIWS CAB
CLAUDE'S CAB

Aestaillialletsuusistysesmar.-

FEBRUARY CLEARANCE

SALE!!
Everyone who has attended gave great praise
to the outstanding values offered . . . in all departments.
You, too, can save a goodly sum on your needs
by buying NOW. The sale continues through
next week, Feb. 24th.
Plan to come soon. You may use your credit
with Keach's, during this Annual,Sole.

KEACH FURNITURE CO.
Incorporated

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Third 4-H Tractor

Schabl At Fredonia
Adair ciounfy gardeners, who
The Caldivsell 4-11 Tractor Mainlast year used phosphate to aid
tenance school held its third meetin pollination of lima beans, reing Saturday, February 10, at
ported large yields.
Fredonia High School. TwentyFor the third successive year,
five members and two leaders
the Happy-Go-Lucky 4-H Club of
were present, along with several
Alton School Was named the outy R. A. Mabry
visitors.
standing club in Anderson county.
County Agent)
Items discussed by the local
4110/1111.1111111******1010110110..tomir.......14.110...........I.....n
This closes the tiny air and
soil.
al reports and obser- leaders and Mr. Bill King, shop
Dairy herd improvement and
water channels, causing a tight
dicate that some alfalfa foreman for the Allis Chalmers
sheep raising associations ha ve
layer at plow depth. Plowing at
fields sowed late last tractor implement e empan y,
been organized In Breckinridge
the Fame depth year after year By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
heady damaged badly whose tractors were used in the
(amply.
encourages the formation .of
College of Agriculture and
also
g. The winter is only discussion, were: care of spark
Forty-nine Henderson c o u nt y
Home Economics
the plow sole."
and more damage may plugs and the wiring system of
homemakers reported ha ving
WATERWAYS
SEED
is not necessary to re- tractors and general lubrication
freezer lockers in which they
CABBAGE HOTBEDS
Vernell Hunter and Floyd'Hunter
e fields this spring.
of tractors. Each leader stressed
-gardeners shored 13,778 pounds of food last
most
home
While
community
of the Cedar Bluff
lbed was prepared last the importance of following the
year.
By Oliver C. Allcock
have seeded six-tenths acre of content themselves with "bought"
he natural settling and operator's manual in running
A Martin county planning comeauliflower
slips
and
(Soil Conservatipn Service)
of
cabbage,
f the soil throughout the your tractor. Use correct parts • What is the difference in a hard waterways on their farm teKy. broccoli, there may be some who mittee wants lespedeza grown on
31 Fescue and ladino clover.
s prepared a seedbed for and keep the cost of operation of pan and a plow Sole in the soil?
want to grow their own in hot- 1,000 farms in that county.
"This waterway used to be a beds. There are advantages.
wing as good as any and your tractor down, also keep cost
A two-county association Is a s
Maurice Humphrey, SCS Soil
the best of all. Early down by proper greasing and Scientist, says: "A hard pan is the deep gully. We worked it in and
been organized among breeders
cabbage plants,
is
that
One
the spring are usually packing of 'wheels and change the, work of nature. A plow sole is seeded it to fescue and ladino,"
of Hampshire hogs in Ballard and
which have come a long way and
essful than late sow- oil in tractor as the manual states. the work of man.'
Vernell pointed out, "as we were
McCracken counties.
have
sun
lain
and
exposed
to
e sooner the seed are
developing a conservation plan
Farmers in Leteher, county are
Safety measures were again
before store fronts, somewind
Nursed
by
hard
the
pan
is
"A
on top of the ground stressed by the leaders and an exfor the farm.':
planning to set several thousand
times
become
dry
and
start
off
movement
downward
of
water.
middle of February, the cellent anovie was shown on
A double treatment of seed and
black walnut, locust and pine
slowly. Home-grown plants that
The water hits a soil layer that
lain it is that they will safety.
fertilizer in waterways helps in
trees.
only
a
to
few
be removed
need
slows its movement. This causes getting
to sprout when the first
In Hart county, 213 pieces of
a quick and thick stand
Tits next meeting will be held
feet into the garden With a ball
e that are warm enough. Saturday, February 17, at the the silt, clay particles and miner- of vegetation.
furniture have been slipcovered,
of earth, make cabbage much
arls to be deposited. This forms a SOIL
390 pieces painted, 106 refinished
FERTILITY
M & S Motors, Case tractor deal- tight layer often called a hard
sooner than dried-out plants. AnWhy is soil fertility a major
and 90 remodeled.
er at 9:30 as-ens, and the C & L pan. T Is i s layer further retards
other advantage is that cauliflow'the farm building meeting in
tractor shop, the Ford dealer, at the downward movement of factor in soil conservation? A high er and broccoli plants cannot be
Carlisle county found many farmstate of fertility advances the
10:00 a. m., according to James S: water.
obtained just anywhere, and so
ers planning to build or remodel
conservation program by (1)
Roser, assistant county agent.
"The plow sole", Mr. Humphrey producing heavier plant growth these two vegetables sometimes buildings this season.
are
not
all,
Bit
as
they
grown
at
Your
During the first half of the spring continues, "may be caused by which protects the soil from rainMercer county f arm planners
sowing season, which ranges plowing land too wet. The force drop splash, and washing by sur- break the monotony of cabbage, hope to have a $'4,000,000 tobacco
Headquarters
from early February to as late as exerted by the plow compacts the face flow; (2) vegetal cover in- they could well be.
crop in the county.
For
A hotbed is considered by many
the first of Mass The temperaHenry Rickert of Boyd county
ing out on top of the ground. creases amount of intake of water a bothersome thing to make; a
tures are low and evaporation is
sold four registered Hereford catby extracting more water from
as
Neither
the
danis
it
so
great
not sufficient to result in a dry,
tle for $3,100, ger from dry weather when the the reservoir of the soil and by
Hardin county homemakers in
'ilk Rd.
Phone UN crusty top layer on the field. In seed are sowed in the last half increasing the rate of infiltration;
this condition, seedlings c on
the past year bought 193 pieces of
, Princeton. Ky.
(3) by increasing crop yields on
of
the
sowing
season.
In
the
latter
sprout and not suffer from drysewing equipment, including buthalf, as the season advances it the more level fields, thus reductonholers, pinking shears, heming
the
need
for
growing
row
crop
_becomes
advisable to
gradually
mers, button makers, new shears
on
sloping
fields;
and
(4)
by
stir the ground so that the first
making it possible to grow needA Kentucky farm homemaker and blind stitchers.
rain will cover the seeds.
The Perry County 4-H Council
ed quantities of the common agri- and a dairy fieldman 'were given
Alfalfa, clovers, and grasses cultural
crops on fewer acres, special recognition at the Farm ordered 10,500 tree seedlings for
should be sowed on such fields thus
releasing more land for per- and Home Convention, Lexington, five 4-H clubs.
that were damaged through the manent vegetal
for their volunteer leadership in
covers.
Pastures executive committee.
winter, either in,spots or over
their communities.
conventional hotbed, that is. But
the entire area, alk the condition health ordinance requirements.
Prospect,
Of
Mrs.
A.
H.
Chlore
there are improvisations that alPAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE FOR DEAD OR
may require. The addition of
An efficient operator should be
about 300 pounds of mixed ferti- able to milk 25 to 30 cows per Oldham county, has served as a most anybody can make with maBLED STOCK. WE MEET ALL COMPETITION.
lizer, also on top of the ground, hour, after his herd has be en. leader since 1919, when she as- terial already at hand. For exoperate sanitary trucks that are disinfected
may be of great aid in causing trained, with the use of two milk- sisted the county's first home ample, Kentucky Extension Ciragent wih girls' canning clubs. In cular 276 says that manure of a
ing machines.
quick growth of the seedlings.
daily. We guarantee good service.
1920, she helped organize the Sky- certain kind and condition is
MILK PARLOR PLAN
Construction material costs, exlight Goshen Homemakers Club, needed, b u t fermenting treeThe Agricultural Engineering cluding plumbing and electricity,
and since has served every year leaves mixed 4 SO 1 with poultry
Department has available for dis- have :seen estimated at $815.00.
as an officer or leader.
manure (to start the heating) can
tribution a 16'-8" x 36'-8" warkShe has been club and county be used insteild. That circular also
Robert
MacMurdie
Gasson,
through milk parlor plan compresident a n d vice-president; speaks of "standard" sash, 3 ft. by
plete with construction details. A Yale's fencing coach, was a fencclub, county, district and state 6 ft., but a window sash can be
complete bill of materials will ac- ing master in the Belgian Army.
reading chairman, and club and made to do, particularly the onecompany the plan on a separate He has coached the Eli swords- county
citizenship chairman. She pane type. The writer has sucPHONE Princeton 3698
men since 1921.
mimeograph sheet.
has been a project leader in foods, cessfully used a window sash, 32
Greatest purse to a winning
Preliminary to the preparation
management, home furnishings, in. ,by 36 in., over a pit made to
of the plan many studies were horse in New York during 1950 clothing, family
fife and canning. fit. A bed that small can promade of existing structures. From was in the Belmont Futurity, Won
home reflects the lessons duce as many as 200 plants each
this study we were able to design by George D. Widener's Battle- Her
learned in her club work. As a of cabbage, cauliflower, and brocon the basis of labor economy, field. The colt earned $81,715 by
4-H leader, she has taught two eoli.
general needs, practicality, and beating Big Stretch.
generations of teen-age girls. The
It would be well to get a copy
establishment of the Oldham of Circular 276 from county exwas
Homemakers
Library
County
tension agents, read it, then locik
a result of her efforts.
about for hotbed-making possibilMrs. Ch lore was mine of the ities. Gardening will be just that
originators of the present Oldham much more efficient and, in fact,
County Fair, serving as president exciting. The time is now.
of the association for four years.
She sponsored hot lunches at LibThe largest canal lock in the
erty school, was a founder of the world is 1,312 feet long and 164
local PTA, and ha.s been a school
feet wide and is located at Ymuitrustee for a nurrsber of years. In
den, Holland.
church and Sunday School, too,
she has been active.
Hewel Blair of Rockfield, Warren county, has reached hundreds
of farm people in his work as
vocational agriculture teacher, assistant county agent and dairy
fielchnan. It is estimated that approximately 2,400 people have
• GOOD QUALITY
adopted better methods in agriculture due to his influence.
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
He has served as community
and county Farm Bureau presi- *GOOD VALUE
dent, county chairman of the
Community Chest drive, a mem- • IN GOOD TASTE
ber of the County Extension Advisory Committee and of the
community Program Planning
Committee. At present he is chairman of the Farm and Home Development group, the County
High PTA, and he is on the Green
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Added Treats!
TRAVEL IN COLOR
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PLUS! "ATOM MAN VS. SUPERMAN" and CARTOO

SUN. & MON., FEB. 18-19

THE TRUE
STORY
alit was freed by Chuck Palmer,
Ensign,U. S. N. R.—and the girl
who took the lean, hard American in hesormesand into her blel

We Pay All Phone Charges.

MEMORIALS

AT SECRET PREV/EWS FROM COAST TO COAST

MICHELINE PRELLE
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Added!
Technicolor Cartoon
Paramount News

TUES. & WED., FEB. 20-21
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Cayce-Yost's Rooster
Crows,
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0116
111.11.1

TTY IIITTON•—" it no
so roomy end ••
lowly appoint...1i— wait
he Wig/01ft lar every
samaor," says Norbert film star.

ROGRIT POW11111,..
'I could hardly believe a
,offering so much could
soll of so low • yaks,"
W.Y3 30IW. II. Powers, discoverer of "cover girls".

New Inside...New Outside...
with a Completely New Kind ofRide!

Reeking
Sas
UMW
SsOW

"Plan now for your
Spring Plantings!"
At Cayce-Yost you can depend
upon

tested

seeds with high ger-

/0/2,011

mination.

NEW

IN MORE EATS THAN CARS COSTING UP TO $1000 MORE!

CIOME IN and see it .. . the exciting new 1951 Dodge! See for yourself why famous Americans, and hundreds of experts, in secret
previews, marvelled that a new car with so many advancements could
sell for so little!
Tokio the whooll Feel how the completely new Oriflow Shock Absorber
magically
System takes the "fight" out of the roughest roads in town
turns ruts, tracks, cobblestones to boulevard smoothrtessl
Fool whet it's like to have plenty of head room ... room for your legs,
for your shoulders. Experience the extra safety of "watchtower" visibility. Now it's so easy to "see out" all around. No "blind" spots anywhere/
Drive without shiftiest Dodge CYRO-MATIC—America's lowest-priced
automatic transmission—frees you from gear shifting. Come in today
. . . learn how you could pay up to 11,000 more and still not get
all the extra room, driving ease, and dependability of this new Dodge!

We Have A Quantity

Of:

Korean Lespedeza
Get Our Price on Large Lots,

NIW 'INATCHTOWIR" VISUallY1

An

own wider,

"airfare window"net. Wider wind:1417
7, with 'renewer "posis"--for wee wooer visibility end safety.

Kobe Lespedeza
Serecia Lespedeza
Timothy Red Top Sweet Clover
Red Clover Ky. 31 Fescue Alsike
and other crop and pasture seeds.
Cayce-Yost specializes in Seed cleaning and
seed separation.
"Remember, green pastures mean greater

DOIOTNY SAM MIS•—
"Noce's froth yvvrehloi .ryl.
Ina *at will sei • lesbian
mark," exclaims thirothy
tomeor, newel fro kor how
ealiterieths• of beauty.

NOV OltIM.OVI MOCK A11101111111111 'll•er"
dorm re•gkey, roods it... step eater sews.
ROW 8.000400
ever reeds it... *red and
wane yew Ira Ow peel
OSPW• SO

be

MOOR

Phone 3075

fr Corll I Dahlille.I 'TO 015A715T SNOW ON falltill,"• Perornover

C.A.,* by 5.a,,;,.'.,.

profits year after year."

For 44 Years the Farmers Host
IN HOPKINSVILLE IT'S

Cayce Yost

Plus!
CARTOON
MUSICAL
NOVELTY

THUR. & FRI., FEB. 22-23
SPITTLIN OULKAROO OF A HUNDRED GUN-
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Mrs. Ted Gray Honored
With Shower Last Week

Mrs. Marshall Rogers
Host To Class Meeting

Mrs. C W. Scott Hostess
; To Beta Sigma Phi Club

T h e Faithful Worker Sunday
The Beta Sigma Phi Sorority
Mrs. Denny McConnell and
so- School class of White Sulphur
and
business
regular
its
Id
lu
Mrs. John J. Cunningham were
cial meeting Tuesday evening in Church met at the home of Mes.
co-hostess to a 'shower given the home of Mrs. C. W. Scott, Marshall Rogers, Tuesday night,
for Mrs. Ted Gray at 7:00 o'clock ' 307 East Green street. Mrs. February 6.
Thursday night, February 8, at Scott, vice-president, conducted
The devotional was given by
the,home of Mrs. Denny McCon- the business session where plans Mrs. Alma Brasher. Mrs. William
rushwere discussed for spring
nell, Highland avenue.
Rogers and Mrs. Robert Franck
conducted the Bible drill. As the
Punch and cookies were served ing.
Mrs. Craig Roberts was guest roll was called, each member anto Mesdames Charles Griffith,
giving a program on swered with a Bible verse. Each
James Stevens, Carroll Wadling- speaker,
After the business month the class pays fifty-cents
ton, Harold Wilson, Joe Rowland, "Prose".
refreshments were serv- each to furnish their Sunday
Joe Weeks, Lowry Caldwell, meeting
hostess.
School room and there is $84 now
Oharles McLin, Virgil Smith, ed by the
Others present were Mesdames in the fund. After a short busiMitchell Rowland and Frank
John Aikins, Harold Rowland, ness session the class adjourned
Blackburn.
Hodge, C. to meet February 23 with Mrs.
Others were Mesdames Fred Bill Robinson, Jimmy
Edward Young.
Pickering, Gene Jones, D. W. Mc- W. Miller, Roy Rowland, Jr.,
Gordon, Refreshments were served to
Quigg, William Palmer, Dennis Glenn Bright, 'Robert
Berry. Mrs. Frank Young, Mrs. William
Marvel, Buddy Varble, J. T. Mar- James Lynn and Miss Joan
Rogers, Mrs. James Sons, Mrs. PLAYS WTIH CHRISTMAS TOYS: Sightless Mary Jo May stops
tin, Fred Talley, Marvin HamilElwood Rogers, Mrs. Robert Fre- playing with her Christmas toys to pose for a picture with her
ton, George Tandy, Charles Hop- Banquet Given For YWA
lick, Ms. Marshall Rogers, Mrs. mother, Mrs. Howard May, at Little Sturgeon, Wis. Mary Jo's
per, Paul Rowland, Ernest ChildMothers And Daughters Johnnie La n e, Mrs. Edward eyes were removed at the Mayo Clinic to keep cancer from causress, Dewey Brinkley, Euell
Y. W. A. Focus Week was ini- Young, Mrs. Alma Brasher and ing her death. (AP Wirephoto)
Sweeney, Cora Gray, Leslie
Goodaker, Hewlett Morgan, W. tiated at the First Baptist Church Miss Pauline Paris.
The ski lift in a snow sports
B. Major, Kenneth Prescott, Er- at 8 p. m. last Tuesday with a
bie Lane, Glenn Salyers, J. D. banquet at the church for the Birthday Party Given
area near Santa Fe, N. M., ends at
Oliver, Gordon Glenn, Buddy mothers and daughters of the orMr. and Mrs. G. W. McConnell, an altitude of 11,000 feet where
For Keith Cunningham
Satterfield, Kenneth Spickard, ganization.
Louisville, and Mr. and Mrs. R. snows remain until May and
The tables were decorated in jKeith Cunningham celebrated
Clint Hubbard, Woodrow ThompA. McConnell have gone to Orange
sometimes later.
son, Clifford McConnell, Carter the Valentine theme with vases his fourth birthday. February 2, Lake, Florida, on vacation.
Adams, Gene Sisk and Glover of red carnations and red candles with a combined valentine and
• • •
Lewis; 'Misses Elaine Morris, on the tables, along with hearts birthday party at the home of his
Mr.i Douglas Sims, of Plant
I'",
.
Gloria Rowland, Bessie Brelsford and valentines. The program and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack CunCity, 'Florida, has been visiting
33$
menu cards carried out the Y. W. ningham, 103 Good street.
and Irene Beckner.
Decorations included balloons in the home of Mr. and Mrs. H.
$$$
Those sending gifts were Mes- A. colors. The food was served by
C. McConnell. His mother, Mrs.
dames Harold Rowland, Johnnie members of the Mary Nell Lyne and paper hearts. Games were Alice Sims, will
return
to
his
played and Rose Holt won the
Baldridge, George French, Gus and Circle No. 4.
home with him from a Memphis
Jones, Claude Anderson, Robert
The Rev. W. B. Ladd gave the prize for pinning on the donkey's
hospital where she received treatEnnis, Richard Morgan, Percy invocation. Nancy Farmer gave tail. Heart shaped boxes filled
ment for a broken hip suffered
with
valentine
candy
and
boxes
Pruett, Homer Creekmur, Sam the welcome address and Mrs.
when she fell at her home on
as
of
cracker
jacks
were
given
Stephens, Raymond Brown, H. Basil, Haile gave the response.
South Harrison street about two
ACOt Sui
G. M. Hatler, Reginald Catlett, Mrs. Nola Lewis was welcomed souvenirs. Everyone gathered
weeks;ago.
Niocia a
Dewey Ladd, Randolph Brown, as the new leader and presented around the coffee table as the
• • •
System Loci
candles were lit on his beautiful
Lucy Brown, Kelsie Tudor, Ber- with a corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rawls, of
nard Hobbs John Morgan, ClauMrs. W. B. Ladd, guest speaker, birthday cake.
According f
dia Stevenson, William Ladd, brought a talk on "Prove Your
Ice cream, cake and cookies Cadiz, visited in the home of Mrs
is. Box 25:
Sam Steger, Cecil Smith, Ray Faith."
were served to Nancy Mutray, Claude Akin and Mr. and Mrs. R.
hen a perso
D. Leech Sunday.
Lovell and Orbin Howton, Dawand feels
Those present were Nancy Milton Gresham, David Cunning• • •
son Springs; Misses Dixie Lois
sleep the a
ham, Jim Bill Newsom, Rose
Farmer,
Miss
Gladys
Knott,
Mrs.
ghty bad. ,
Jacob, Betty Sue Mitchell, FlorMiss Robbie Sims is visiting in
Holt,
Bobby
Fralick,
Kay
Holt,
Basil
Haile,
Judy
Haile,
Mrs.
Martame says ,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dougene Jones, Jewell Davis, Rena shall
t that we
Ethridge, Alma Larkins, Donnie Webster, Karen Crisp,
las Sims, Plant City, Florida.
Hobby, Mae Holloway, Virginia
course, lx
Karen
ian
Wurtn,
Jinna
Lou
Gray
Mrs.
Elmer
Newby, Mary Lou
• • •
re she star
Morgan, Ola Pullum, Helen HolGeorge, Mrs. Kenneth Spickard, and Keith Cunningham. Those
taking HAI
lowell,
Katherine
Fancher
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
sending
gifts
L. M. Caldwell
were
Margie
LowCOL. Loran
Wanda Scott, Mrs. Kenneth JaNem Crocker, Dawson Springs.
and children, Beverly and Brent
d that tie)
cob, Joanne Jacob, Mrs. 011ie ery and Phillip Towery.
g HADACO
Lowry, visited relatives in ChrisMitchell, Joan Mitchell, Mrs.
Iped her sr
Mrs. Landes Entertains
overcon
Claude Robinson, Joan Robin- The Leader Congratulates tian county Sunday.
deficiencies
son, Mrs. Mina Tom Ryan, ShirFriday Bridge Club
Mr. and Mrs.'Harry Hutchinson,
Vitamins Bi,I
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Robinson left
ley Ryan, Mrs. Carter Adams, on the birth of a son, Donald Lee,
Niaein an
Mrs. James Landes entertained
moining for South Bend,
Bobbie Larkins, Mrs. Claudie Kol- February 9, at the Princeton Hos- Sun
Iron, whit/
the
Friday
night
bridge club at tintky, Jackie
IIADACO'
Ind. Where Mr. Robinson will atKoltinsky, Barba- pital.
ker
contains.
home on Hopkinsville street. ra Strong, Mrs. Carl
tend the service management
Strong, Rev.
• • •
Hare is V. .A dessert course carrying the
and Mrs. W. B. Ladd and Mrs.
Clas.'; at.the -Studebaker Corpora- statement: '
Valentine motif was served to
Mr.'and 'Mrs. Cecil Floyd-S&L- tion for two weeks.
Nola Lewis.
sick and sk
the guests.
ton, Route 1, on the birth of a
• • •
only 90 poi! 1
RADACOL..
Those present were Mrs. Billy Mrs. Freddie Stallins, Mrs. Tom son, Larry Shelton, January 25,
M and Mrs. Leiter Cash and
had
use I
McElroy, Mrs. Stanley Sharp, Simmons, Miss Mary Loftus and at the Princeton Hospital.
dam hter and Mrs. Nannie Cash
weigh 123 p
• • •
Mrs. Gordon Lisanby, Mrs. Rich- Miss Vergie Barnett.
petite. 1 ,
spent the weekend in. Blytheville,
have been ti.
ard Morgan, Mrs. Hillery Barnett, Prizes were given to Mrs. GorMr. and Mrs. James E. Down- Ark, visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ar:months and ,
Mrs. Jim Shrewsbury, Mrs. Hew- don Lisanby and Mrs. Billy Mc- ing, 105 McNary street, on the thui Cochran and family.
am 15 years
lett Morgan, Mrs. Edward Pitke, Elroy.
• • •
birth of a son, Marc Alan Downdone me tote.' )
•see
M and Mrs. Stice E. Goodwin
and daughter, Harvey, Ill., spent
last week here visiting relatives
and friends.
• • •
Di'. and Mrs. John Updegrove,
Fort Campbell, spent the weekend with Mr. and M r s. J im
Shia wsbury.

February 15, 1:00 p. m., Friendship, Mrs. Herman Oliver.
February IS, 1:30 p. m., Dawson road, Mrs. B. CI. McClelland.
February 15, 7:30 p. m., Lakewood, Mrs. R. J. Hopper.
Eebrudry 16. 2:00 p. m.,. Hopnsville road, Mrs. Lester Paris.
February 21, 1:30 p. m., Crider,
Mrs. Hugh Yates.

k

Peltdonald

Eddyville Road

W
11 4 1
'di - Cid
t
. Or B
Lamb, Hermon White.
the business session and a talk on Eiji),
non White, Lucille Pool,
n by amnrsd.
cwan
aisegrivvaetion
dine Murphy, Cline Murphy, estp
lot, Guy Louellen, Ora
Murphy for the minor project.
and Rob McAllister. vim
Mrs. Ora Bryant and Mrs. Earl
were Miss Vandiver, Ami
Wood gave the major lesion, dem- and Wayne Murphy.
onstrating how to cut a dress
correctly.
The loganberry is riaraiii „
Singing and playing of games Judge J.. H. Logan, on w
was led by the recreational lead- ground the hybrid fruit much
appearance in 1881 at Santa C
er, Mrs. Earl Wood. .
The hostess served punch and Calif.
About 70 per cent of r
cookies to the following: Miss
Wilma Vandiver, Meedames Earl farms have at least one pac,
Wood, Otis Smiley, John Dunn, ear,

The Eddyville Road Homemakers met Friday, February 9, at
the home of Mrs. Gordon Lisanby on South Jefferson street with
Mrs. L. C. Lisman as co-hostess,
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers and Mrs.
Gordon Lisanby gave the major
lesson on sewing. The members
voted at the business session to
sponsor a new club.
Those present were Mrs. Denny
Cash, Mrs. G. U. Griffin, Mrs. K.
P. Hobgood, Mrs. C. H. Jaggers,
ADDING MACHINE
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Mrs Charles
Wadlington, Mrs. L. C. Lisman
This portable TOPflight has the 10-key
and Mrs. Gordon Lisanhy.
gives you autoMrs. W. E. Willis was welcom- simplified keyboard ...
ed as a new member.
matic column selection. Just enter fig-
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ures as you would write them! See it
today . .. it's the biggest dollar value

Cobb

Cobb Homemakers met with you can get.
Mrs. Vernon White for its regular
MULTIPLIES
meeting in January, all members ADDS •
being present but two.
Members answered roll call
with, "What I hope to accomplish
Phone 2141
during the New Year."
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TWO BIG DAYS OF SAVINGS
IN STORE FOR YOU

\

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
COME! SAVE PLENTY

DOLLAR DAY VALUE!
Stock up now on
Rayon Knit Briefs!
Yes, now's the time to pick
up several of these comfortable, easy-washing little
briefs! Band or elastic leg
styles, in fine single bar rayon tricot knit... white, pink
or blue ... S. M,L.

Spring Comes in with a ...

Swans Down or Jaunty Junior

Suit and Coat

Mount, Ky.; aa
l.r
Owensboro; Mis
katiemery, Clevelan
rnence ad
',Clarence
five grand

forS

You Go
you sneezin

't try to wea

ly flattering... they're exciting ...

Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Wade attended funeral services for Mrs.
Wade's brother-in-law in Trigg.
county Monday.

done. It will
't let the sni

DRESSES FOR WOMEN:

DRESSES FOR JUNIORS:

ing, February 3, at the Princeton
Hospital.

Franklin
paul sacks
Martha Manning
Claire Tiffany
Irma Hill
Style Art
June Patton
Rite Fit

Who Appreciate The Quality

Mr. and 14s.'
Wylie Tryon Oliver, Route 2, Cobb, on the birth
of a son, Roger Wayne Oliver,
February 5, at the Princeton Hospital.
•
c • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Boitnott
Redden, Route 3, Dawson Springs,
on the birth of a son, Alfred Boitnott Redden, Jr., February 8, at
the Princeton Hospital.

... definitely new ... decidedly different... complete-

MEIN.
Smoott
briefs
Elas
packst

was found in bed i
at Ill Morgan
sariring
oeti
ungh
v
Whef ibyisn rthiva
tielanday night. A na
county, Mrs. Ege
&Thome in Princeto
deaill o r husbaf
u.It Ws. r:
burs Catholic Churc
ke survivors are an
Eger, Jeffersonvill

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence McCollum and son, Evansville, spent
Suncay with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. McCollum, Garrett
stres t.
• • •
and Mrs. Louard Barnes
and son, Evansville, spent Sunday with their parents, Mrs. Rennie Cash, Lakewood, and Mr. and
Mrs . Luther Barnes, Dawson
Spri ags.

gaicinarneil

Reguis a

lira 0,were conduct
slimily from St. Paul'
IA Owensboro b
Clements. pasto
church. Buns
61 Catholic cemetery

Provided In Our Famous Brands.
Shirley Lee
Carol King
Mary Muffet

4

. . . these and many New York
in our famous collection of

Styles are

to

be found

DRESSES — SUITS — COATS
cr,

assembled some of the finest lines in
the country.
find leading names and quality
brands to choose from
. .

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Jackson,
1121
/
2 S. Harrison, on the birth
of a son, Norman Wayne Jackson, January 23, at the Princeton
Hospital.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Johnson
Guill, Route 6, on the birth of a
daughter, Jane Ann Guill, February 2, at the Princeton Hospital.
Mr. and 2,.44.
. Albert Owen
Wallace, Route 2, on the birth of
a son, Lawrence Dale Wallace,
February 9, at the Princeton Hospital.
• a •
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Marshall
Asher, E Washington street, on
the birth of a son, Lee Owen
Asher, February 9, at the Princeton Hospital.

rable and r
alone for n
or the flu th

daily tasks.
LOVELY RAYON

17" COTTON

KNIT GOWNS

TOWELING

2 for 3.00

4 Yds. 1.00

Pretty-and-practical no-ironing gowns of run-resistant
rayon knit with lace or nylon
net trims, elasticized waists.
Pink, b 1 u e, maize, white,
32-40.

Heavy, quality toweling in a
choice of cheerful fruit or
floral designs. Save by hemming your own towels! Buy
extra for table runners, place
mats, curtains!

WOMEN'S
RAYON HALF

PANELS

LOOP THROW

Low price: t.sosety rimiest,
soft, washable rayon marquisette. Hems are deep,
stitched ruler-straight Eyalsoll. 42" wide, standard
lesph.

cone to us
lye cold r
f.

Twice the wear! Half the
laundering time! And big, big
savings on this handsome bath
mat and seat cover set of fluffy cotton! Yours in 10 grand
colors!

LARGE SIZE

each

ityour d

BATH MAT SET

SLIPS 2 for 5.00
2 for 1.00

SHEER TAILORED

1.00

THICK, TWO-PIECE

Ing Prescri

Portant Pa

RUGS
1.00
Assorted Colors

NER

3404

The liver is a large reddish.
brown gland !situated in the
upper and right part of the abdominal cavity

111111.1

Rudoloo
HerMon
Lucille Pool,
C Murphy.
esellen, Or
McAllieter.
andiSer,
urphe,
erry
• Logan, os
Yisrid fruit
1881 at 4
0 per cent
of
t least one

Many varieties of fish, belonging to families still in existence
abounded iq lakes of the Eocene
period 55,000,000 years ago.
The metal columbium, important in the manufacture of jet engines, had no known use for more
than 100 years.
Columbium, a little-known metal, withstands heat up to 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit.
Bagdad, capital of modern Iraq,
was a brilliant center of learning
while Europe was in its Da rk
Ages.
The ancient cities of Ur, Nippur,
Kish, Babylon asd Nineveh .11
were located in the Tigris and
Euphrates valleys in what is now
Iraq.

& Funerals
services for Otis C.
were conducted from
act" Christian Church
Sunday by the Rev.
r, pallor of the First
harsh, Princeton. But.
the church cemeteri.
icy died Saturdis
the home of a sister.
English, in the Cross
unity.
s incluae the wife,
creecy; father, W. D
ughter. Thelma Dale
cc sisters, Mrs. Willis
rs. Willie Smiley and
Parker.

(By N. R. Elliott, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics)
.
Now is the time to examine
shade trees and make arrangements for replacements where
necessary. In many instances, a
young tree can be set a short distance from the old one, then carefully fed and watered so that it
will be producing some she de
when the old one is removed.
When new trees are planted,
they should be placed so they will
frame the house and at the same
time produce shade. It is a mistake to have all the trees in the
front yard.
Hollo4my
S.
The best size tree to plant is
• A flock of sheep takes reftge on a farm levee at nearby Fir
services for Mrs. May LIITLF GRAZING LAND
one that is about 2 inches in diaHolloway, 76, were Island, Conway, Wash., as flood waters from The Skagit River's north fork inundates thousands of
ap . Charles B
Air ne
farm acres. Washington's Gov. Arthur B. Langle proclaimed a flood, emergency as rampaging meter and 10•to 12\feet high. The
st the home- of a
roots should be 18 inches long on in a Mustang fighter plane,
western Washington rivers made 2,000 persona homeless. (AP Wirephoto)
and
Batten
Bennie
trs.
each side of the truhk. This means smashed all records for a flight
, Cadiz street, Sunday
the hole for planting should be 3 from New York to London. Blair
!ley
L.
Nelson
Champ
Kennaday
M.
G.
by the Rev. H.
feet wide and a bout 20 inches is shown waving from his plane
Funeral
services for Iley L.
Funeral services for Champ
star of the First Hapdeep.
at International Airport, New
(By Jack Wild)
Burial was in Friend- Nelson, who died at his home in Kennaday, 83, lifelong resident of
Digging the hold is one of the York, just before his takeoff.
were
Rufus
conthe
community,
tery. Lyon county.
farms
of
Kentucky is a land
the Crider community Tuesday
principal jobs in setting the tree. Capt. Blair made the flight in
e of the Eddy Creek morning, were conducted from ducted at the Morgan Funeral both great and small. Through the If the soil is poor when it is re- seven hours and 48 minutes. (AP
the
by
p.
1
at
Friday,
m.,
Home
joins Mrs. Holloway
the Morgan Funeral Home here Rev. W. H. Tallent. Burial was years these farms have become moved, it should be taken away Wirephoto)
list Church there early
better, and more productive. One and replaced with good soil from
r moving her member- Wednesday at 1 p. m., by the in the Liberty cemetery.
big reason for this is that thous- the vegetable garden or a field main central stem. This is all the
Guy
Rev.
Moore. Burial was in
Mr. Kennaday died at his home ands of farm boys and girls from where corn or tobacco has been pruning that is necessary, and It
First Baptist Church,
She was married to 0. the Norman cemetery.
at 8:40 a. m., last Wednesday, af- every part of the state have gone growing. Do not put anything should be done before the tree is
.
Among the survivors are the ter an illness of about two weeks. on to college, have learned im- around the roots except good soil. permanently set.
y on October 22, 1891.
It is very important that the
ded her in death in wife, Mrs. Susie Nelson; one
Among the survivors are one proved methods of farming, and Manure should be withbeld until
preceding her in .death daughter, Wanda Nelson; four brother and four sisters: Jobn. have returned home to put these after the tree has been planted; trunk of the tree be wrapped with
children, Tennie Aerie, sons, Argel, Charles, Prentice and Wylie Kennaday, Miss Nora Ken- methods to work.
then the manure can be placed on burlap or one or two thicknesses
James Nelson; one brother, Joe
of newspaper and tied with string.
ASO and Johnnie.
naday, Miss 011ie Kennaday, Mrs.
Thirty-nine years ago, the fol- top of the ground.
The wrapping, extending from
the survivors are three Nelson, and two sisters, Mrs. El- Dean Holeman, all of the Rufus lowing statement appeared in the
Trees may be obtained f r om
Mrs. Imogene Huff- vin Dalton and Mrs. Bessie Smith. community, and Mrs. Lee Ellen yearbook of the State University nurseries, or from the woods, the lower branches to the ground,
county; Mrs. Pansy
Dillingham, Herrin, Ill.
of Kentucky: "A skilled and suc- fence rows or streams, then suc- should be left on for 18 to 20
Lorraine, Ohio; Mrs. Mrs. Elisha B. Vinson„ Sr.
cessful farmer must first of all be cessfully transplanted to the lawn months. Its purpose is to prevent
pre. His wife and two children
the tree's sunburning, which may
atten, city; two. sons,
Funeral services to r Mrs. ceded him in death several years a thinking man, able to aped" his area. Dig them carefully so they kill or permanently injure the
d Smith, Caldwell coun- Elisha B. Vinson, Sr., were con- ago.
intelligence and training to his will have good root systems. As
r, Mrs. Bush Herndors ducted at the home of a son, T.
business. The man with a trained soon as a tree has been dug, its tree.
•
Long-lived hardwood trees are
hildren and 20 great- A. Vinson, in Fredonia at 1:30
hand and nothing more is a mere roots should be carefully coverMrs. Cora A. P'Pool
ren.
machine. It is the aim of the Col- ed with burlap sacks or blankets much better than the quick growp.m. Friday by the Rev. Elbert
Funeral services for Mrs. Cora lege of Agriculture to make men that have been dampened. Ex- ing kinds. Red and sugar maples,
Kemp. Burial was in the Meeks
P'Pool, 89, were conducted at and intelligent citizens, not ma- posed roots, left to the drying ef- oaks, sweet gum, tulip tree, sorA.
cemetery near Princeton.
ry Alberta Eger
the Brown Funeral Home at 1:30
fects of wind and sun, often ghum, ash and elm are all good
Mrs. Vinson died at the home p. m., Friday, February 9, by the chines."
.e.vices for Mrs. Mary
to plant for shade. For the smalThen, in a lighter vein, The mean the tree dies.
61, were conducted of her son in Fredonia at 5:30 Rev. J. U. Spurlin, of Hopkinsler growing kinds, dogwood, redretree,
young
hit
the
thia
prune
added
To
Kentuelrian
of
dogof
illness
an
Paul's
after
Thursday
St.
m.,
a.
turday from
bud, red haw, black haw and
ville, assisted by the Rev. H. G.
nurch in Owensboro by several months. She had only M. Hatter, pastor of the First Bap- gerel, the names mentioned being move six to 10 inches from the service berry are good native varthe
not
but
branches,
the
of
agriculends
the
of
of
members
icharci Clements, pastor been confined to her bed for a tist Church. Burial was in the those
ieties that may be used for flowture faculty:
inceton church. Burial few weeks.
Wheq all log cabins are made er and fruit effects.
Newsom cemetery, this county.
"Just when these purposes will be
he Catholic cemetery,
Daughter of the late Mr„ and
•
into palaces,
Mrs. P'Pool•died at her home in
aceompliahed
Mrs. Tom Coleman, Mrs. Vinson the Bainbridge community, ChrisCongress instituted sthe U. S.
And every farmer sports a
try
to
We
do not care
or was found in bed in was is native of the Shady Grove tian count y, Thursday morning
land offices in 1800 to help get
motor car;
To make any definite state210 Morgan avenue, community, this county. She was from burns suffered when her
Then will the purposes of the people settled on western homement:
morning by relatives married in 1894 and for many clothing caught fire from a stove
steads.
college be accomplished,
But in a farmer's language will
where it is thought years lived in the Farmersville in her room.
Domesticated ducks are known
And that in the future isn't
Tiros+esv.
to have lived up to 40 years.
Ssinesday night. A na- community, moving to Princeton
far."
I
Mrs.
county,
Trigg
A native of
'When .Tack's Pumpkins grow • In 1912, the year the above lines
Leg bands indicate some wild
..ess county, Mrs. Eger more than 20 years ago. She was
had lived. in the Bainon grave vines
'Lsr home in Princeton a member of the Donaldson Bap- P'Pool
were penned, five young men Ise- ducks have lived as long as 18
more than
for
community
bridge
the
on
strawberries
his
oak:
And
death of her husband tist Church at Farmersville.
(-dyed degrees in agriculture years and wild geese and swans
60 years. Early in life she joined
When nathonenie bacteria be- from the University. Last year, 20 years.
rs ago and was a memAmong the survivors are one the Pleasant Gr ov e Baptist
come hasmleas •
IsauSs Catholic Church. daughter, Mrs. Nola Guess, city;
Northern pike will spawn when
250 students were graduated by
Church and became a charter
And Trirranv's pigs never croak: the U. K. College of Agriculture the water reaches 60 degrees in
the survivors are one four sons, C. M. Vinson, city; , member of the Bainbridge Grove
When Rribert's corn outgrows and Home Economics.
the spring, bass at 65 to 70.
W. Eger. Jeffersonville, James L. Vinson, Chicago; T. A. 1Baptist Church when it was orthe crabgrass
ghter, Mrs. Paul Dunn, Vinson, Fredonia; E. B. Vinson, ganized. She held membership
hemp produces silk;
Anri mhiilsk:
sisters, Sister Mary Jr., .city; one sister, Mrs. Ellen there at the time of her death.
When Hooner's cows grow a
He Mount, Ky.; Mrs.' Towery, city; 11 grandchildren
Among the survivors are four
erno of feathers
.ri, Owensboro; Miss and 5 great-grandchildren. The
daughters and three sons: Mrs.
And his hens give plenty of
Isatgomery, Cleveland, husband and one son, Howard
Patty Hays, Cerulean; Mrs. Ora
!ner, Clarence Montgom- Vinson, preceded her in death.
Newsom, city; Mrs. W. R. Brown,
When Kinney, Gilbert, Jones
grandand
sons
sville, and five grandBearers were
Crofton; Mrs. Basil Haile, city;
and Graham
sons
Guy P'Pool, Cerulean; Garnett
Have each some miracle done,
P'Pool, Dawson Springs; Wilson
And made pear preserves
P'Pool, Bainbridge, 26 grandchilfrom buttermilk
dren and 34 great-grandchildren.
And maple syrup from the
buckeye run;

Jest Among Us

James Benjamin Faughn

e you 5.- neezin' and coughin'—feel
serable and rotten? If so, you are
alone for nearly everyone has a
d or the flu this time of year.
n't try to wear out a cold. It can't
done. It will wear you out first.
n't let the sniffles keep you from

Funeral services for James
Benjamin Faughn, 79, were conducted at the home in the Bethesda community of Trigg county on Monday, Feb. 5, at I p. m.,
by the Rev. Wade Cunningham,
pastor of the Blue Spring Baptist
Charch. Burial Was in the Curling cemetery with A. K. Goodwin in charge.
A native of Trigg county, Mr.
raughn was the son of the late
John D. and Martha Mitchell
Faughn. He was married to Miss
Annie Fa u ghn on October 13,

1894. Early in life he united with
the 'Slue Spring Baptist Church,
this county, where he remained a
member until his death.
Among the survivors are the
wife, Mrs. Annie Faughn; three
sons. Adolphus, Zan and Alfred
Faughn, all of Trigg county; five
daughters, Mrs. Willie Morris
and Mrs. Eliza Malone Gray,
Princeton; Mrs. Thomas Freeman
and Mrs. Louis Cain, Evansville;
Mrs. Loyd Allen, Cadiz; 19 grand
childi en and 8 great-grandchildren

The bark beetles that carry
Dutch elm disease are immune
to DDT.
A Swedish experimental attempt to improve tree seed production by drawing steel bands
tightly around trunks to prevent
downflow of hap is being tried
in the U. S.
Although the metal columbium
was first discovered in the U. S.,
little is actually produced here
now.
Great quantities of amber are
still used in the Orient, where it
is burned in Mohammedan worship at Mecca.
Tne "Grim. Lakes" o/ 55,000,000 years ago covered parts of
Wyoming, Colorado and Utah

The M & S Motor & Implement
Company will be closed February
15-16-17 while moving to our new
location on
NORTHEAST COURT SQUARE
in the building formerly occupied
by The Princeton Leader.
WE WILL BE OPEN FOR BUSINESS

BUSINESS FIRMS
Prefer
PRINCETON LEADER
WANT ADS

en come to us. Here you will find
ective cold remedies for instant
ief.
ICEXI

Filling Prescriptions Is the Most
Important Part of Our Business.

SH

Fainino

Your doctor knows how important the right shoes are
feet
to the safety and good health of your child's
and legs. That's why many pediatricians recommend Jumping -Jocks, to help youngsters learn
to walk properly from their very first steps ...
because only Jumping -Jacks
assure flexible yet sturdy
support and help keep
active young feet in
correct position.

You Pay Only for the
Number of Times the
Ad Runs—
Minimum 50c Charge or
Two Cents A Word
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FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. TEL
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.

.....411.•••••••••••••••••ams....••••■•••••••••••e•

Telephone Manners Money Problems
For Your Children Can Be Solved

(By Wesley Davis, Ph. D.)
(By David Taylor Marke)
Whether love of money is the
Is your family telephone a bane
or a blessing? Does junior get to root Of all evil, certainly money
the phone first and hang on? Does causes a varied assortment of
he listen in on the extension headaches, stomach ulcers, nerknowing full well it is not a play vous breakdowns, and broken
toy but a necessary instrument of homes, Let's not let it happen to
communication that should be you. Let's solve your money probkept as free as possible at all lems. It can be done.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
times and whith which he should
I see others do it all the time.
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
not fool?
Hardly a day goes by without
SUNDAY
According to a service consult- someone calling or dropping into
9:45 am. Sunday School
ant of thp New York Telephone my office at the University of
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
Company if used properly the Houston with some problem of
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
telephone can be a lifesaver—if money or personal finance. I am
WEDNESDAY
just an ordinary professor, and by
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service abused it can hurt us too.
Children should be taught eer- no means a miracle man, but I
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
tain telephone courtesies, she can usually find some workable
OGDEN METHODIST
says. They should be taught how solution to my visitor's problem.
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor to dial and when they get a wrong
Those money problems do get
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
number, to apologize courteously. solved. I shall try to pass on the
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock If a child is too young, he should information I would give to you
Methodist Youth Fellowship, be taught to dial "operator" in an if you dropped into toy office
and
emergency.
6 o'clock
said that, somehow, your money
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
doesn't
"just
Many children love to answer
go to all the places
Wednesday Evening Service, 7 the phone. Parents can put this it has to go."
o'clock
interest to use by teaching junior
First, just because you have a
to explain, for example, that money problem, don't feel inferFIRST BAPTIST
Dad's out in the garden and it ior to your neighbor. Most people
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
would take a few minutes to get live under constant financial pres9:45 a. m. Sunday School
him. Sometimes, when no one is sure and many live in constant
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
at home, the child can be taught financial crisis.
6:15 p.m. Training Union
to take messages.
PRESSURES PERSIST
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
After finishing a call, says the
Hour of Prayer—WednesdaY,
Often the person feels he need
telephone company, hang up gen- only earn more money. He should
7:30 p. m.
-tly. You might thus save the do it if he can and wants to. Even
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
other party the discomfort of a where he can and does earn more,
PRINCETON
loud click and make sure the however, the old financial presCHURCH Or THE IMMACU- phone is back on the cradle ful- sures will probably stay right
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- ly, too.
with him. Has earning more ever
INGTON
One of the toughest problems is really solved the problem for you?
First, third and fifth Sundays, that of calls coming in during I doubt it.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
mealtimes. For example, take the
What you need is financial
Second and fourth Sundays, Blair family.
planning. The planning that eases
, Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
The phone rang just as the a current financial squeeze is
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. Blair's were sitting down to din- known
as a budget. Frightening
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- ner. Janet, thirteen, jumped up. word! But the word "budget"
"It's
for
me,
Daddy!"
she cried. need not be frightening to those
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays, Davey, nine, and Susan, just sev- who know what a btidget is, how
en, raced after her down the hall, it ought to be kept, and what it
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
can accomplish.
Second and fourth Sundays, insisting, "For me! For me!"
But Mr. Blair gets to the phone
Actually everyone budgets his
Mass at 6 o'clock.
first.
money unless he is either insane
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
"I'm sorry, Polly," he was say- or irrespons
Rev. William Borntraeger is
ible. Everyone that is,
ing politely though firmly, "but makes
pastor and the Rev. Richard
the decision to spend his
Janet
cannot
talk
you
to
now.
If
money for "this" instead of "that".
Clements is assistant pastor.
you care to do so, you may call This
is budgeting. If you budget
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
for a few minutes between seven your money
by simply deciding,
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
and seven-thirty. Or if you would before it
is spent, how you will
Sunday School every Sunday like me to give her a message—" spend
it, then you are budgeting
afternoon at 2:30.
But Polly had hung up in con- indeed. Then
if you still can't pay
Preaching every second and fusion.
your bills or save what you
fourth Sunday afternoons at
"Daddy!" Janet wailed, "You should—
more than likely your
2:30.
knew Polly just wanted to visit." answer
is to put your budget into
Prayer meeting every Satur"Visit!" ()chuckled 'Mr. Blair. writing.
Work out your budget
day at 7:30 p. m.
"You were together at school and on
principles which have been
walked home together." Heeshoo- proved
for others. Such budgetNORTHSIDE BAPTIST
ed the children toward the din- ing can
be pleasant and practical.
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
ing room. "Now we'll eat—the I see
it happen all the time.
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30
telephone willing."
RECORD NEEDED
a. M.
After dinner the family settled
But before preparing a budget,
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
in the living room and Mr. Blair keep
a record of money you spend.
Training Union-6 p. m.
Get a notebook and carry it in
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
a. m. and 7:30 p.
your pocket or purse. Jot down
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
Training Union 6:30 43. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. every nickle you spend, and what
you spend it for, day by day. Do
7 p.
FREDONIA CUMBERLAND
this for a month and don't try to
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
PRESBYTERIAN
plan a budget until you are finOld Madisonville Road, Rev
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
ished. After all, if you have done
Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
without a workable budget up
Sunday School 9:43 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p.
to now, you can wait until you
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Preaching each first and third have kept the
record you need
Young People's Service 6:00 Sunday, 11:00 a. m.
to prepare your budget.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
Preparing the budget from this
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
record, and using your budget, is
FREDONIA FIRST
Wednesday evening
prayer
the subject I shall'discuss with
PRESBY
TERIAN
service 7:00 p.m.
you next. And then, once the
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
way
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m. is set for the budget to relieve
you of any immediate financial
Preaching services every secpressure upon you, we shall want
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 West Locust Street
to talk of longer range financial
and 7 p. m.
Lige Cook, Minister
plans. Our topics will include:
Prayer meeting every ThursBible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Preparing and living
day night at 7 p. m.
within the
Preaching and communion each budget; Buying on
Sunday school every Sunday
Credit; BorSunday,
11:00
a.
m.
rowing
morning at 9:45 a. m.
money; Making use of
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
your bank; Investing
money;
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
CUMBERLAND
Buying a home; Planning your
PRESBYTERIAN
insurance program; Buying inMIDWAY BAPTIST
W. H. Tallent, minister
surance and annunities; Going
Rev.
0.
G.
Priddy,
Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
into business for yourself.
Services every Sunday
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
For pleasant and helpful readSunday
School
10:00
a.
m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. in.
ing, each day read and clip
Preachin
and
g
11:00
a.
m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
save each discussion of "Let's
Training Union 6:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting every WednesSolve
Your
Money Problems."
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST - JOB COVERS GROUND
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
San Bernardino, Calif. —
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
(AP)
Preaching each first and third — If AtnYetie else h as
(Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
traveled
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. and 7:15 p.m. farther to insure that scales
Services every second Saturday
and
Sunday School every Sunday measuring devices are kept
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
hon10:00 a. m.
est, C. E. Johnson hasn't
at 11 a. m.
heard
Prayer meeting each Wednes- about it.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
He retired recently after
services on fourth Sunday at 11 day preceding first and third Sun20
years as sealer of weights
a. m. and 7:30 p.
and
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
measures for San Bernardi
no
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
DONALDSON BAPTIST
county—largest in the United
Services every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
States. Part of his job was to
a m. and 7:00 p. m.
inSunday School, 10 a. m.
spect each measuring device
yearSunday School every Sunday at
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
ly. He estimates that
tracking
10:00 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. in.
each one down has carried
Pr a yir service, Wednesday,
him
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
more than 300,000 miles.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m. 7:00 p. m.
Services each Saturday before asked gently, "Why
do we have
FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
second Sunday, 2:30 p. in.
traffic regulation'?"
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
"So people will use their
CRE/SVIMMIPISPF—
cars
Sunday School 10 a.m.
right," said Davey.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
"So we won't get hurt,"
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
added
Susan.
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
"Exactly,' agreed Mr. Blair.
a. m.
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
"And that goes for the
telephone,
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:15
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
too."
p.
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Grinning, the children
sheepishly agreed that perhaps
Evening Service—.7:30 p. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
some
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday- Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pastor telephone rules would be in orSunday School every Sunday, der. As a result the children
7:00 P. m.
gave
their friends to understa
Attend the church where you 9:45 a. m.
nd that
Worship Service every Sunday, they were not available for
will receive a cordial welcome.
telephone conversations at cer
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.
t a in
SECOND BAPTIST
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30 hours. The length of visits
were
Rev. H. D. Knight, Pastor
p. m.
shortened, too.
Sunday School 10 a. m.
The result was that the
Blairs
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
Morning worship 11 a. m.
could spend entire evenings
toBAPTIST
Training Union 6 p.
gether without having the warm
Rev. Claud Threlkeld,
Evening worship 7 p. m.
Pastor feeling of family unity
broken
Regular services every second by
Wednesday service 7 p. m.
a youthful friend with some
Sunday
plan
for
gallivant
ing.
Anfrgrenfirigr
-- Sunday School 10:00 a. us.,
exRev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
cept second Sunday
National forests and parks covSunday School 9:46 a. in.
Sunday School at 1:00 p.
m. er 10,000,000 acre, of land in New
Services every Sunday. 11:00 second Sunday.
Mexico.
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If you have ever had the idea that prayer was like Aladdin's
magic lamp,then the chances are you have stopped praying. When
we confuse faith with fortune we are soon disillusioned.
Real prayer always leads to reflection. When we lay our honest
needs before God humbly, we cannot help but see our lives in a
,different light. Often we will comprehend truths which had eluded
us, will become aware of a strength we didn't know we had.
Gradually a way opens, a plan forms, a new confidence is born.
That isn't the whole story of prayer. But, it's the way God
answers many a prayer.
If you really have stopped praying, and yet you believe such
,a spiritual resource is worth cultivating, try prayer again! And
itry the Church again! For the Church helps men both to pray
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This Series of Ads is Being Published Each
Week in The Princeton Leader
As A Public
Service By The Following Business
Establishments:
Rowland Motor Co.
Dodge-Plymouth-Sales-Service
Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

Shortt Electric Company
113 Market
Dial 3053
Steger Lumber Company
"From a splinter to a carload"

Gardner White
PRINCETON, KY.

Federated Store
PRINCETON, KY.

Clyde 0. Wood
Distributor of
AETNA PRODUCTS

Dr. C. F. Engelhardt

Dr. Lyle S. Yowell
CHIROPRACTOR
123% E. Main — Dial 3065
PRINCETON, KY.

CHIROPRACTOR
28 Years Successful Practice
In Princeton

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
SALES ik SERVICE
Dial 3505

J. 0. Breshear Lumber Co.
R. F. D. 2

Wadlington Service Sta.
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2301

Western Auto Assoc. Store
JOE P. WILCOX
116 W. Main
Dial 3414

DIAL 3644

Brown's Funeral Home
Ambulance Service Any
Hour — Anywhere
DIAL 3326
Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.
PRINCETON, KY,

M & S Motor & Impl. Co.
CADILLAC — PONTIAC
°MC — 3. I. CASE
Princeton, KYDial 3163

PRINCETON CREAM &
BUTTER COMPANY

B. N. Lusby
132 E. MAIN
DIAL 3141

Princeton Lumber

McConnell Electric Co.
205 W. MARKET DIAL 11691

URI LITT

J. C. Penney Co., Inc.
PRINCETON, KY.

Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Serving Western Kentucky

PHONE 2061-2062
Wm. M. Young
Allis Chalmer Farm Machinery
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY
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Mitchell Bros. Plumbing
& Heating Company
Princeton. Ky.

Randolph Motors
FORD SALES & SERVICE
Princeton, Ky.

Morgan Funeral Home
24 Hour Ambulance Service
DIAL 3495

Riley's Better Market
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s.
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LICENSE DUE

All city occupational licenses were
due January 1, including license to
d
sell cigarettes, fresh meat, gas an
oil, operation of cream stations,
selling and delivering milk,all street
vendors, etc.
Buy your license NOW

Chief Urges More
'Fire Safety For
Schools, Churches

B. P. 0. ELKG
REGULAR MEETIN
TO INIGIff
--Unlock -- Lodge Room _
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.

MILDRED CARDIN

Prescriptions A
Specialty

TAX NOTICE

he new Kentucky law makes all
es due January 1. A 2 per cent
alty has been added to all und tax bills.

6 PER CENT PENALTY

FOR ALL
THE afuR
atom facto
r
•t and

oarth jor

II be charged on all tax bills not
id by February 1, 1951.
March 1, 1951, is the deadline for
payments. Property with taxes
aid by that date will be adverpd for sale.
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Ten
Crutches At Two

Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool
visited Mr. and Mrs. George
P'Pool Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Higgins and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith Wediseeday night.
Mrs. Robbie Cuinsnins, Junior,
Ethelene and Mrs. Robert Fitts
spent Thursday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Mitchell and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Oliver are
the proud parents of another baby
boy.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Jimmie Kilgore
and daughters of Evansville, Indiana, were the weekend guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. G.
Kilgore, Princeton, and Mr. and
Mrs. Vitas Mitchell, this community. Mr. and Mrs. Junior.
Bright-eyed Joseph Travaglino
Cummins were also weekend marks his second birthday as he
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell. walks toward outstretched hand
Mr. Kelly Mitchell has been ill of a therapist with the aid of
with flu for the past few days.
crutches at Crippled Children's
Mr. Wylie Oliver had an ap- Aid Society in New Haven, Conn.
pendectomy Monday at the The boy, whose leg has been parPrinceton Hospital.
alyzed since birth, has learned to
Mrs. Percy Piercy spent Mon- use the crutches with dexterity
day evening with her mother, that has amazed the hospital
Mrs. George Larkins.
staff. (AP Wirephoto)
Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Stone and
son, Miss Virginia Perle Mitchell and Mr. L. W. Merrick were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
D. B. Gray and family.
Mrs. Malcolm P'Pool and son,
Let No Grove
Benny, spent Monday evening
Be Unmarked with Mrs. Kiedell Bridges, Cadiz.
Mr. and Mrs. Thermon MitchEnduring Quality Memorials
ell and family spent Sunday with
Moderate Prices
Mr. and Mrs. Vitas Mitchell and
Dial 2640
%Vete or Visit
family.
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Questions Asked
By Children Need
Definite Answer

Cobb News
Robert McCallster, Jr., ls eonvaleecing at his home here after
undergoing an operation at the
Princeton Hospital last week.
The M Alonary lkaciety of the
Wailonia Ohristion Church met
with Use. Vernon White Thursday evening. A large number
were present to study the missionary needs of India.
Mr. and Mrs. Badger Gray
moved to their home in Princeton
Friday.
Mrs. Jack P'Pool has been ill
for the past week with virus
pneumonia. Mrs. Ralph Broadbent is supply irig in the Cerulean school.
L. C. Blanc, Evansville, spent
the weekend with his family here.
Tillman Martin spent several
days in Owensboro last week visiting in the.home of A. J. Rascoe
and family.
Mrs. John Keel returned from

(Continued from Page 1)
travel expenses include lodging
and meals and taxi and baggage
transfer charges, as well as rail(By David Taylor Marke)
road, airplane, bus and steamship
Children ask questions about
fares and cost of operating your
their bodies from the moment
(
own car.
they are able to speak. As Junior
Married taxpayer should caregrows older the answers to these
fully consider the possible savings
scsost questions must be given in greatin making a joint return. Here are
er detail—especially if he is beThe first draft aril
some guides:
tween the age of eight and
copy" of Lincoln's
If only one member of a martwelve.
Address are in the
ried couple had income in 1950,
Congress in Washingtu
At this in-between age quesour:
the -tax under a joint return is
k
Iraq has been known
tions on reproduction can no long'"ss. •,
lower or as low as under a sepas Babylonia, Assyria
SUWON
er be summarily dismissed. Junarate return. So a one-income coupotamia.
ior at this stage expects factual
ple never loses by making a Joint
answers. Factual answers are just
Television has been
return. ,
RED ATTACKS GAIN MOMENTUM: Black arrows locate areas what he gets in Frances W. Buttut in fighting forest
makes
taxpayer
married
If a
where Chinese and Korean Reds have hit U. N. forces (open ar- terfield's new book, "From Little
South Africa.
his return on Form 1040-A, the
rows) in a counter drive expected to spread across Korea. In the Acorns, The Story of Your Body"
A new insulat-d
simplified yellow sheet, he should
driving
Hoengsong,
Inc.,
Chipyong
Publishers,
and
east the Reds struck between
(Renbayle House
said to keep food and
file a joint return. The collector a wedge seven
Apparently
Hoengsong.
miles deep southwest of
New York, $2.50).
or cold up to two hoe,
figures your tax on both a septrying to extend the oVensive to the west the Reds attacked
Was Butterfield, a well-known
arate and a joint basis and gives
Yongdungpo and fought U. N. units south-east of the city. In New York City educator on the
you the benefit of the smaller tax. the center there
were indications of an imminent drive against faculty of Metropolitan VocationIf you are a two-income cou- the U. S. 1st
Cavalry and 24th Divisions of the 9th Corps. (AP al High School, presents a comple figure it both ways. The table
Wirephoto Map)
plete course in health education
ORDER.
on Page 4 of iorm 1040 will tell
'TO
in a manner and in language dewhether a join'
'
or a separate reWHOLESALDit
signed to capture the imaginaturn is cheaper.
•
tion of children from eight to
For a one-income couple makt_,• esee•-•
twelve.
ing a return on Long Form 1040, WANTED: Family to care for
$9.95 to $7.95, installed, while
• 411.• MO'Appropriately enoug h, the
the tax on a joint return is lower
milking herd of registered Jerpresent stock lasts. Strong's
scene is set on a farm where life
or as low as on a separate return.
seys. Dr. W. L. Titsworth, 210
Texaco Station, Main & Plum,
• ..20011...
can be observed in the "raw," and
If you are a two-income couple
Oehlschlaeger Bldg., Paducah, Phone 3111.
33-ctf the story is told by Judy and
▪
.10111•01
.—
using Long Form 1040, a joint re•
Ky.
31-2tc COME IN and see our samples
turn results( in a tax smaller or
of David Jones' grandfather, i -doe•
as small except where a couple
Spring dress and suiting fab- tor, who owns the farm.
WHEN YOU NEED flair tonic or
•
has problems in connection with
Doctor Martin takes Judy and
rics. Sears Order Office, PrinceI
shampoo for home use try
capital or business losses, mediton. Phone 2048.
33- ltc David through all the processes
Shop.
Sharp's
We
need
Barber
cal expenses or contributions. If
of the human body and tells them
your head in our business MALE HELP WANTED: Reliable what little boys and girls are
both husband and wife have net
ALLEN
The French established a small capital
45-tfc
man
with
car wanted to call on really made of and why. The exlosses of more than $1,000,
Monumental Works
colony near present-day Jacksonfarmers in Caldwell County. planations are simple yet scientiit may pay to file separate returns
Dawson Road at Center St.
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
ville, Fla., in 1564, but it was desWonderful opportunity. $15 to fically accurate of all the human
because only $1,000 can be deCDM COFFEE, fresh ground, every pound
Princeton, Hy.
models; clocks, jewelry repairtroyed by the Spaniards the next
$20 in a day. No experience or processes from digestion to reducted for capital losses when
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
year.
lb.
guaranteed
capital required. Permanent. production, with word definitions
using a joint return.
"Pete" Russell, certified watchWrite today. MeNESS COM- and diagrams to illustrate each
Be sure to list all of your exmaker. 203 N. Harrison St.
10 lbs.
Cobblers,
POTATOES,
PANY, Dept. A, Freeport, Ill. point.
emptions. The taxpayer gets $600
33-tfe
frozen,
lb.
Birdseye
PERCH,
33-2tp
exemption each for himself, his
Dorothy Marion Weiss, who
wife and each closely related NEED MONEY for livestock,
ALLSTATE CAR, truck and draws all the illustrations and
CAT FISH FILLETS, lb.
person for whom he has provided
equipment or farm operation?
tractor batteries with 12-18-24 diagrams for the book, is noted
more than half support in 1950.
Charles Hester, representing
lb.
SHRIMP,
and 36 month guarantee as low for her drawings for children and
You get the full $600 exempWest Ky. Production Credit
as $8.15. Sears Order Office, medical illustrations. In this book
FLAVOR KIST CRACKERS, lb. . .
tion for your dependent child
Association, will maintain an
Princeton. Phone 2048. 33-Itc she has succeeded in combining
born as late as Dec. 31, 1950, or
office in the rear of the Federal
BETTY CROCKER PIE CRUST MIX, 2 for
medical accuracy with illustrafor a dependent who died early in
Land Bank office on Mondays NEW KENMORE Electric range
FLOUR, Snow White, plain or selfrising
tions that should please children.
January 19.50. The tax law re—C a m e in and talk to him.
SWANSDOWN INSTANT CAKE MIX
with Visi-bake oven. $129.96.
25 lb. bag
$1.49 gards them as though they were
Explanations of organs and
30-4tp
Sears Order Office, Princeton.
MACKEREL, 1 lb. can
functions of the body are simply
for the entire year.
Phone 2048.
33-lie
MEAL, 25 lb. bag
$1.19 dependents
and straightforwardly told and in
Also, you can make out a joint FOR SALE: At Leader office,
SARDINES,
tall can
Remington Rand Duplicator FOR SALE:
Collie language that makes this book as
POTATOES, Cobblers, 10 lb. bag
35c return if your wife died early in ink, stencil, correction fluid, puppies. IdealRegistered
valuable
stock
to
and
both
mother
and
pet
January 1950 or if you were marSTEAKS, Baby Beef, lb.
typewriter ribbon, carbon papdogs. H. Mohon, Phone 2223. father as to Junior. Especially
IVORY SOAP, large cake
15c ried late in Demmber 1950. How- er,
also
Remington
Rand
typegood
is
the
chapter
on
33-Itc
reproducever, if you were divorced on
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin
89c Dec. 30, 1950, you cannot make a writers and adding machine. LOST: Black leather gloves. Wool tion and sex. It should provide
youngsters with a more wholejoint return for 1950.
WANTED: Young man for Generlined. Please return to The
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, 5 lbs.
49c
some attitude toward the physical
In order to get an exemption
al Stockroom w o r k, packing,
Leader office. $5 reward. 33-1tc
functions.
on a claimed dependent relative,
shipping, order filling.
OLEO, Kelko, lb.
35c the dependent
must have receivNo experience necessary. Sal- FOR SALE: No. 1 Korean seed.
The Mongols and Turks desCall Vernet] Hunter, Phone
less than $500 income during
ary $1.00 per hour. Time and
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, lb.
20c ed
3088, Princeton Route 2. 33-1tp troyed the irrigation systems of
1950. Suppose your dependent son
half over 40 hours. 44 hour
OYSTER SHELLS, 25 lb. bag
35c had $450 income in wages in 1950, week. Paid holidays and vaca- SAVE up to 50% by installing Iraq more than 400 years ago, a
from which income tax was withtions. Write Wagner Electric
your own Horrrart bathroom. blow from which it has not yet
COFFEE, Triple R. Peaberry, lb.
65c held. He will want to file a sep- Corp., 2411 South Parkway, Complete
with drainage sys- recovered.
arate return in order to get a reChicago 16, Ill., Attention Mr.
tem, pried with Thrift fittings
SYRUP, red or white, 5 lb. bucket
Columbium and its "twin" met55c fund of the tax withheld. If he J. H. Wolf.
304tc
$114.50.
ars Order Office, al, tantalum, are usually recovfiles such a return, you still can
KRAFT DINNER, 3 boxes
Princeton.
one
2048.
33-1tc
25c claim a $600 exemption on him. WANTED: Girl for General Ofered as a byproduct of the minWASHINGTON St.c=te 342
fice Work. Must type. 5 Day
ing of other metals, especially
Close relatives are your child
L4'
LARD, pure, 50 lb. can
$9.99
Card
Of T nks
Week. Pleasant surroundings.
tin.
or his descendants, your parents
We wish to
cerely thank the
$160 per month to start. Paid
CIGARETTES, 3 packages
50c or other direct ancestors, your holidays
d neighbors who
and vacations. Write many friends
uncles, aunts, nephews or nieces
Wagner Electric Corp., 2411 extended so m y kindnesses in
but not their husbands or wives.
th of our husSouth Parkway, Chicago 16, Ill., the illness and
Other close relatives are your
Attention Mr. J. H. Wolt 304tc band and faths David Ernest
father-in-law, mot he r-in-la w,
Murphy. Your th
htfulness will
brother-in-law, sister-in-law, son- DELUXE 8.5 cu. ft.
SALMON, Derby Brand
COFFEE, Loving Cup
Coldspot re- always be rem
aered and
in-law, and daughter-in-law.
No. 1 tall can
lb. 77e
frigerator. Today's top dollar treasured.
Cousins cannot be claimed as
value—full wide freeze chest
The Murphy Fa
FLOUR, enriched
CABIN
LOG
ly.
33-1tp
VEGETABLE
SOUP, Phillips
dependents. But you can claim a
$219.75. Sears Order Office,
plain
25 lb. bag
stepchild or a legally adopted
10.4 oz. can
Princeton. Phone 2048. 33-1tc
child as a dependent.
Consumer lncom In
TEA, Loving Cup
SARDINES, Sunset, oval
SUPER LOW PRICES
If a taxpayer and spouse file a TIRES—GOODRICH: Get o u r
%
lb.
pkg.
15 oz. can 17½c
December
Sets
Re
ord
211 W. Shepardson St.
joint return, it is not . necessary
liberal allowance on your old
Phone 2611
Washington — (AP ) — ConTOMATO SOUP, Phillips
MACKEREL, Sea Gold
to show that the dependent is retire before you buy. Car-trucksumer incomes rose t o ti $240,101,i oz. can
lated to both. In a joint return you
3/
tractor and implement tires
16 oz. can
25(
700,000,000-a-year lev
in Decan claim as a dependent your
with a lifetime guarantee. RobSARDINES, domestic in oil or
POTATOES, Nancy Lee, whole, Irish
cember, registering a r ord high
inson Implement & Motor Co
mustard
for the fourth straight month.
No 2 can
3/
30-9tc
The Commerce Dena ment, reCORN, Morristown, Wh. Cr. Style
BLACKEYED PEAS, Brown's Valley
JOHN DEERE OWNERS: Prepare porting this, said 1950 a a whole
Co. Gent. 19 oz. can
'No. 2 can
2
25(
for the spring rush. We have a set a new high of $223,2 ,000,000
PEAS, Handy, standard
OLEOMARGARINE, Ml Choice
complete line of genuine John for consumer incomes, wl ich repDeere parts. Bring your John resent receipts by in ividuals
No. 2 can
1 lb. colored
2/
Deere equipment to inc man from all sources. That
PEACHES, Hunt's halves in
s about
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
who knowns it best, Mr. Gil- $17,000,000,000 above 1 49 and
syrup
No. 21
/
2 can
No. 2 can
bert Son, with 4 years experi- $13,000,000,000 above the revious
GREEN BEANS & POTATOES, Nancy
ROCKLAND MOLASSES, New Orleans
ence a n d factory training. record set in booming 19 8
No. 2 can
Lee
T h e November to Dac ember
Available steam cleaner can
pure • lb.
clean all grease and dirt from jump came to nearly Km, 00,000
PEACH PRESERVES, Hunt's pare
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. strained
your tractor and implement. on an annual rate basis. T ie de16 oz. jar
2/
4it oz. can
Tuneups-Complete
Overhaul- partment said the rise was chiefPORK
& BEANS, Ky. Beauty
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Kale, Mustard
Paint Job. All Work Guaran- ly due to a year-end ou
uring
No. 2V2 can
teed. Robinson Implement & of corporate dividends, inc uding
or Turnip
No. 2 can
Motor Co.
30-5tc "numerous extra and specie payLIMA BEANS, Green River
LARD, pure hog
ments."
No. 300 can
WANTED: Experienced mechan50 lb. stand
ic for automobile and tractor
The site of a small Frenc colwork. Must furnish reference.
ony established in 1564 near ackContact Robinson Implement sonville, Fla.,
may have been suband Motor Company, HopkinsAPPLES, Wineeaps, U. & N. 1
lr
APPLES, Rome Beauty, U. S. No 1
merged when Army engineer alville Road, Princeton.
31-tfe tered the course of the St. J hns
pound 9c,
FOR SALE: New sawmill and River 40 years ago.
BANANAS, large fancy3/ripe
L
2P°puonudnds
29(
1947 Dodge 11
/
2 ton truck, all
for $1,200. Morse Brothers,
Farmersville.
33-1tp
BOLOGNA,
SUGAR CURED BACON SQUARES
NEW: Amazing Wayne Tail Curllb.
er makes hogs out of runts. This
lb.
wonder feed is packed with viCHUCK ROAST, U. S. Choice Beef
ROUND or SIRLOIN STEAL Beet
tal porteins, vitamins and minlb.
lb.
erals. See us today. Robinson
Implement & Motor Co., HopPORK LOIN CHOPS, lb.
55c
kinsville road, phone 2159.
FRESH OYSTERS IN ALL RED FRONT STORES
33-Ito
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HUNDREDS OF HOME AND
AUTO PARTS AND SUPPLIES
AT LEADERSHIPPRICES!

FRESH FRUITS AND

21

VEGETABLES
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STARTS FRIDAY,
FEB. 18
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FOR SALE: Seat covers for old
and some late model cars, reduced from $15.95 to $12.95, installed. Trucks reduced from
_
wife's niece if the niece receives
her chief support from you.
But if your wife dies, you cannot continue to claim her niece
as a dependent.
A taxpayer who is 66 years old
gets an extra $600 exemption. He
gets an extra $1100 exemption if
his wife la 06. Additional 2600
exemptions are given for blind taxpayers and for blind wives of
texPayers

Group Your bills and pay
them all in one lump sum
with a personal loan. Ono
Place te Pay — One small
payment to make. Phone or
corns In today,

alttefiAtctie
FINANCE CORPORATION OI

..11111.

FOOD
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,Henderson, Ky.9 A. M.
WV.IS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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